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A CRUSADE
AGAINST GRAFT






THAT A PUBLIC OFFICE
IS A PUBLIC TRUST,
BUT—
A Public Office As Administered by
Political Bosses Is Clearing
House For Political
Graft.
'Chicago, July 12. —A crusade
against official gmft and corruption
was set on foot last night by The
Independence League at a meetinsi FOUGHT FOR TWELVE YEARS
FOR AN HONORABLE NAMEi that organization's board of direc-
I tors at 146 Franklin street. Evidence
was asked from citizens and the
league's promise was given to cor-
rect and expose such abuses of pub-
lic power as may be brought to its
attention.
The league also pledged itself to a
program for the limination of need- OUT TRIAL
.
less public offices.
Declaration of Principles. The Officer Was Not Pr
esent When
Then the board adopted the fol- Verdict Was An
nounced—His-
lowing suppkmentary declaration of tory of the Famous
• principles in which appeared the
offices: 
Case.
zledgc to war on graft in public
This Independent ieague recog-
nizes that a public office is a public
trust and that It i a necessity in
the conduct of the business of the
people.
The Independent League also The effect of the decision is a
recognizes that a public office, as ad- complete vindication of Dreyfus, en-
ministered by political bosses of the titling him to restoration to his rank
present age, is nothing more than a in the army as though he had never
clearing house for political graft, and been accused.
that
A very great number of absolutely
unnecessary public offices are created
and maintained at the expense of the
taxpayers for the sole purpose of
supporting needy politicians who are
.aisessed by the high-salaried, elected
officeholders for the support of their
political party organization. All of
which is very detrimental to the
public service.
The league pledges itself to the
elimination of all needless public
offices and to the maintenance of
only those necessary to the proper
conduct of the public busines's.
Effort to Correct Abuses.
PA.DUCAR, KY., ERIDAY:MORNING, JULY 13, 1906.
RUNAWAY GIRL, BROUGHT
HOME, KILLS HERSTLF.
Blows Brains Out With Shotgun
Belonging to Father.
Barbourville, Ky., July I2.—Balked
in an attempt to run away from
home, Lucy Messer, a pretty_ sixteen-
year-old girl, blew out her brains
a•as saa• •••: • la•s ae—s.
day Miss Messer, with her cousin,
Miss Elizabeth Simpson, left their
homes without explaining where they
were going.
After two days the Messer girl was
hated in a remote part of the coun-
ty and brought back to her home.
Mies Simpson escaped and has not
been heard from. Miss Messer ap-
peared despondent and today pro-
cured her hither's shot gun, retired






For these and for various other
sesons:
All members of the Independence
league arc earnestly requested to
bring before the league any evidence
or knowldge they may have show-
ing or tending to show any corrupt
unr wrongful act committed by any
-public official and the league will
like action to correct such wrong-
ful act or abuse of power on the part
of such official, or at least fully ex-
pose the same.
The league recognizes that thereare
many cases of unjust taxation and
-that at 13 a Common d7,3c1
per cent. of the public moneys are
wasted or dissipated by pub-
lic Officials having the
the collection and disbursement of
public funds, and in artier to protect
-the people against the inlpositions
that are continually forced upon
them the league will establish a
bureau of complaints, to which all
members may apply and receive pro-
tection and advice from the league's
law department without expense.
Galt House Game Closed After
Councilmen Had Made Complaint
Louisville, July 12.—T7... gambling
game, which were said to be running
at the Galt House, cloard after the
•complaint made by members of the
general council to the boere of pub-
lic safety, that faro and roulette
were in operation in room it!, on
the first floor.
It is said that .he gambling appa-
ratus was secretly remov-4 List night
Ii'-.7on the
 Galt House. The manage-
ment of the hotel detre I any knowl-
edge of gambling having been in pro-




Paris, July is—The supreme courr
today announced its decision annu::-
ing the condemnation of Dreyfus
without a retrial.
The decision o: the court was
read by the presiding judge, M. Bal-
lot-lieoupre, president of the court of
cessation, immediately on the re-
sssembling of the court at noon to-
day. The Palace of Justice was
thranged ba an eager crowd seeking
admission to the courtroom.
Not There Himself.
Among those present were Mat-
thew Dreyfus, brother of Alfred
Dreyfus, Maitre Moinard, counsel for
Opt. Dreyfus, Jos. Reinach, the his-
ttorian of the Dreyfus affair, Cot.
Picquart, Madame Zola and many
others who have figured in various
stages of the celebrated case.
Capt. Dreyfus was not present,
continuing his habitual secrecy by
remaining secluded in the garret.
where he has been cut off
ftom the outer world.
,The scene as the decision was pro
ilsaficed was one of impressive dig-
nity. The court, consisting of forty-
rine judges, gowned in flowing red
robes, solemnly mounted the bench.
Case Reviewed.
Deep silence prevailed as the
presiding judge read the lengthy de-
cision, minutely reviewing the serie3
PC11:9 t ;vas= Si the 1"t
twelve years and completely dis-
culpating Dreyfus of all wrong-
doing, freeing him of the accusation
•if being the author of the famous in-
crimipating documents, on which the
entire charge s‘la% founded, and
authorizing the annullment of the
judgment of the Rennes court-mar-
tial with the publication of the final
announcement of his innocence in
fifty newspapers to be chosen by
Capt. Dreyfus.
Sweeping Nature.
The reading of the decision lasted
an hour and it was only at the close
that the spectators realized the
sweeping nature of the vindication.
As the final determination was an-
nounced, there was a buzz of excited
camment and some exclamations of
approval which the court officers
sternly repressed.
Matthew Dreyfus hastily des-
patched a messenger to bear the
good news to Capt. Dreyfus and
Madame Dreyfus. Outside the court
the crowds received the decision
without making any demonstration.
merchants, as well ss
Paducah in general, have
Pll irreparable :es:, sn I
Whereas, Mr. N3bl!
porpose of talcant azoon upon the
death of Mir. Ed P. Noble, the fal-
lowing resolutions "acre adopted:
Whereas, That in the death of Mr.




life as a merchant, as a citizen and
Di a public officer rendered such ix-
(client services to the community,
and
Whereas, His high conception of
pirvate citizenship, his exalted idea
at public service, was an example
worthy of the emulation of all good
citizens; therefore be it •
Resolved, That we deplore the asss
to the community of this worthy
citizen, and be it further resolved
that we extend to his farn4 our
heartfelt sympathy in their bereave-
Pent and cherish the hope that the
sympathetic feeling we all have la-
ward the decreased will tend to las
a soothing balm for thsir wounded
hearts; and be it further
Resolved, That a copy of these
icsohstions be published in all of the
daily papers and another copy
handed to the family of our deceased
friend.
(Committs•)
` CHARLES K. IA HEELER.
GEORGE C. WALLAr.
SOL. :AtE.YEUSS
Edicorial on Judge Sanders.
The 4.1Iurray (Ky.) Ledger arriving
yesterday had the following editariai
upon the recent • death of Judge
David Lilliard Sanders of this city:*
'Judge David L. Sanders. who
sirved the city of Paducah as judge
of the police court continuously for
a period of nearly twenty years, died
last Sunday afternoon at hie resi-
dence in that city of Bright's aisease.
The city of. Paducah sustains a great
loss in the death of this splendid
man and honorable and just judge.
lie was fearless in the diScharge of
the duties of the office he so ably
filled, and only justice was meted cut
to every individual brought belare
his tribunal. Off the bench he was
most companionable, and his liberal-
ity was proverbial. Judge Sanders
v.as in character and in personal ap-
pearance a true trpe of the chival-
rous Southern gentleman.'
Smithiand Resolutions.
The Livingston County Bar Asso-
ciation and officers of the Livingston
court held a meeting Wednesday
afternoon at the courthouse in
Smithland to take action upon the
recent death of Judge David L
Sanders. Capt. John W. Bush pre-
sided as chairman, and Messrs. John
C. Parsons and Oliver C. Lashes 1.
secretaries. During the gathering
many beautiful and just tributes of
commendation and remembrance
were paid to the eminent judge, who
was born in Livingston county and
there resided until he located in this
city years ago. The speeches por-
tr,,tymel Is. iltflttrjntis career of the
deceased, whose life was gone over
by the eloquent speakers in a man-
lier most impressive and beautiful.
Those making addresses were Law-
yers John W. Bush, J. C. Hodge, W.
I Clarke, C.. H. Webb, of that city
and Attorneys John K. Hendrick,
Charles C. Grassham and J. Denis
Mocquot of Paducah.
After the speeches the following
resolutions were unanimously
edopted:
Be it Resolved, By the bar and
officers of Livingston county;
r. That it is with keenest regret
and profoundest sorrow that we
learned of the death of our br
and former townsman, Judge
L. Sanders, late city judge of he
of Paducah. As intimate associ
with him at the bar it affords
unbounded pleasure to refer to
associations with us as one of u
alloyed pleasure. As a member o
ths bar he was ever courteous and
gentlemanly in his deportment, and
his genial • spirit brought constant
sunshine to those with whom he was
associated; as a citizen and friend
TO MEMORY OF WELL
KNOWN PADUCAHANS
COMMERCIAL CLUB  ADQPILI_RESOLUTIONS REGARDING
lirlATI1 OF HON. EDMUND P. NOBLE—RECOGNITION
OF DEATH OF JUDGE DAVID L. SANDERS TAKEN BY
PADUCAH, AND SMITHLAND ATTORNEYS, AND MURRAY
LEDGER.
Commercial Club. he was always genial, constant and
At a meeting of the Manufacturers 'bind, and his heart was ever open to
and merchants of Paducah for the the broadest and deepest charity, and
in his loss we sadly realize that—
"On the sands of life
Sorrow treads heavily,
And leaves a print time
Cannot wash away."
2. Resolved, That we tender to his
bereaved family and relatives the
deepest and truest condolence, and
assure them that the loss is not all
theirs, but that as friends and neigh-
bors we suffer with them.
a. Resolved, That a copy of these
resolutions be presented to the judge
of the Livingston circuit coati, with
the request that they be recorded on
.3 page s'et apart and dedicated for
that purpose, and also upon the
ecords of the county court, and that
they be published in the Livingston
Banner, the Livingston Echo and
Paducah News-Democrat, Paducah
Register and Paducah Sun, and that
is copy oi theon be mailed to the
bereaved family.
' J. W. BUSH, Chairman,
0. C. Lasher, Sec'y,











W. JOINER, Co. Atty.,
W. I. C.HAMPION, C. L. C.C.
L. T. WORTEN, Jailer.
raduesh Bar.
Yesterday the committee from the
Paducah Bar association drew up the
resolutions upon the death of Judge
Sanders, and this afternoon a meet-
ing of the organization will he held
at the county courthouse for pur-
pose of adopting them. They will
then be published in the papers, and
copies furnished the bereft family.
BODY ARRIVED
FOR BURIAL
MRS. J. VVES REED PASSED
AWAY AT DYERSBURG,
TENN., WEDNESDAY.
Yesterday at hoon there arrived
in this city the remains of Mrs. J.
Wes Reed whho died at Dyersburg.
Tenn. The body was taken to the
residence of her brother-in-law Mt.
Andy Bradley of 1121 North Tenth
street, where the funeral services
were held yesterday afternoon at 5
o'clock, with laterment following at
Oak Grove cemetery.
Mrs. Reed was twenty-two years
of age and several years ago in this
city was united in marriage to her
husband, who is the well known
plumber :hat for a long time was
connectos1 with the Ed D. Hannan
establishment on South Fourth street.
Somes months ago he and wife re-
moved to Dyersburg to make their
home.
The deceas was a popular and
who regret ridissolution. She died
hid
neble young °man of many friends
Wednesday night at It o'clock of
cronsumption.
WILL STOP SUNDAY BASEBALL
Wheaton Ministers War on Game
Played on Sabbath.
Chicago, July 12.—The pastors in
Wheaton and the members of their
congregations will make an sffort to
stop Saralse hseeSsa ••
ar . a: . 11 -2ac.,
met yesterday and requested Rev.
DT. McAfee to deliver a sermon
against what they termed desecra-
tion of the Sabbath. The preachers
also called upon the merchants of
the city and requested them to cease
placing advertisements of the game
in their windows.
On of the Chicago baseball clubs
is scheduled to play in Wheaton on
Sunday and the pastors threaten to
invoke the aid of the state's attorney
of Du Page county in their fight.
JUST ABOUT
HALF DOZEN
THIS IS ALL THE BONDS
THAT HAVE NOT BEEN
SIGNED.
Republican Officials Speak About At-
tempts of Purported Party Lead-
ers to Mislead Some People.
All the saloonkeepers except about
half a dozen have signed up their
renewal bonds in the office of City
Clerk Bailey, while the remainder
willl do likewise. The licenses are
far the six months ending Decent-
ter31. As the renewals are
not, binding until bonds are signed
la, both principle and sureties, war-
rants will be taken out charging the
proprietors with doing business with-
out a license if any let the mattcr
go urtduly long.
One of the best posted city official;
yesterday said that • although the
Afternoon Sun tried to make it ap-
pear it was wrong to take the
licenses away from these disorderly
saloons, still the legislative boards
were competely satisfied, • as from
every respectable source nothing bait
words of commendation have eman-
ated for the public officials who are
thereby shown that the good peo-
ple of the town are pleased. This
official continued by asserting that
only the bum element, and those di-
rectly interested, were dissatified, and
that the opinions of these people
amounted net to the snap of a finger,
rs they have shown.
This official, who is a Republican.
continued by stating that the alleged
leaders of the Republican party were
trying to hoodwink the saloonists
and others into believing that Mayor
Yeiser was the cause of the whiskey
element being brought to time, but
that this would oot work, as the leg-
islative boards all stood sponsor for
the good work, and if the whiskey
e:cment wanted to fight anybody, let
them fight the legislative boards,
who have the full power, and not
the mayor, in this matter of reject-
ing licenses and making laws. He
asserted that the mayor is not
averse to taking credit for the good-
work, and that if the self-constituted
Republican party leaders were not
satisfied with the work, they could
get out of the party, as the boards
were put there to run things in the
best manner possible, and he thinks
they have done well in the salt-awe
line.




Yesterday morning between 3 and
.1 o'clock Miss Anna Adams died at
Riverside hospital of typhoid fever
aftter a several week's illness. She
had been in the institution only two
days, and her condition was about
hopeless when taken there from her
home, 2011 Yeiser avenue, in Me-
chanicsburg.
The remains were moved from
hospital to Nbnce's undertaking
establishment on South Third, and
then afterwards to the residence in
Mechanicsburg. The funeral ser•
vices have not yet been decided on.
The deceased was eighteen years
{ age, and beside her father, is sur-
ived by four brothers and six sis-





"I AM THE MAN WHO
KILLED HIM" HE SAID
SAID MARCUM HAD PROSE-
CUTED HIM SEVERAL
TIMES AND WAS HIS
BITTER ENEMY.
His Story of Assassination Tallies
With Description Given by B. J.
Ewen—His Memory
Fails,
Beattyville„ Ky., July IL—Curtis
Jett at the afternoon session of the
ceurt took the witness stand, ad-
mitted the assassination of Marcutn
and told the -manner in which the
crime was committed.
"Mr. Marcum :had prosecuted me
on several cases and was my bitter
enemy, and I am the man who killed
Km," said Jett. He then told of the
assassination, *tallying with the de-
scription given by B. J. Ewen. Jett
said he had not conferred with
White in regard to the killing. The
pistol he used, he said, was his own,
and had been owned by him several
months. He told the attorneys this
marrying that Callahan had given it
to him. The defendants helped to
defeat him in his previous trial. He
did not know but thought they had
paid his attorneys' fees. He sudden-
ly lost his memory at the most
crucial moments and could tell
nothina of his or White's actions
preceeding or following the murder.
Jett did not remember seeing White
in the court-house at all and as far
as he is concerned White is perfect-
ly innocent.
That Jett has had some marvelous
change of heart is apparent, but the
reason may be found in the state-
ment of Commonwealth Attorney
drunk and that another attempt will
drunk and that another atttempt will
be made tomorrow to get him to re-
peat his confession.
Tom White followed Jett on the
Land and asked Attorney Byrd to
excuse him as he did not Want to
answer any questions. He was asked
if he was in Jackson the day Mar-
cum was killed but declined to an-
swer .
White even refused to answer after
being told to by the court. Judge
Dorsey ordered the witness to jail.
W. B. Johnson said Tom White
told him. just a few weeks before-
Marconi was killed that Hargis.
wanted him to do the fighting for
him. This testimony was previously
excluded het admitted yesterday.
Precautions for Honest Tlection.
Carksrille, Tenn., July 12.—Judge
C. W. Tyler has announced that
special precautions will be taken to
insure an honest election on the firit
Tuesday in August, at which time
county officials will be chosen. The
use of money or whiskey will be
strictly tabooed, and private. detece
t:ves will be at the various polling
pllaccs to look out for violations of
C aw. an o
GEN N. LONGSTREET'S SON election a special grand jury will be
empaneled to investigate the election
thoroughly. This plan was tried at
the democratic primary in February,
with the result that this was the
cleanest election held in this county
Is Only a Degenerate, in years. It appaears that a general
reaction against fraud and corruption
has taken place in this section, and
Atlanta, Ga.,July !2.—"Hie is the the sentiment seems to be growing.
degenerate son saf a noble sire," said
Jodie Broyles, today, in passing sent-
ence on tale eidest of the late
General James B. Lonereti-eet, who
had been convicted of assaulting a
restaurant prop i etor.
Judge Broyles made the statement
just after a lawyer, whose father
fought under Long-street, had made a
pathetic plea for the soldier's son.
"T honor General Longs t re et'e
asenrary as mitiefh as you," said Judge
Rmalea to the Sawyer. "but this son
is a degenerate. He is always drtmla
and before this court. He has been
to the lettockade. I would be remiss
in my duty. if I did not punish him."
mike Broylesii then imposed a fine of rill make the losses something he,
en days in the stockade. tween $30,000 and $35,000.
SENTENCED TO STOCKADE




First Six Months They
Half of the Premium
Receipts.
Chief James Woods of the fire de-
rartment is still at work on his re-
port' saowing the amount of fire
losses sustained by the insurance
companies during the six months
commencing January 1st, and endies
July 1st. He has several losses yet
to add to it and believes that the
losses will be about half of the






11111.0 NEW STREET FROM ,SPREAD THE
BROAD TO THE UNION DEPOT BITULITHIC
PROPOSITION TO RUN THORO
UGHFARE FROM END 
OF
BROAD, DOWN TO BROWN STR
TET THEN OVER TO CALD-
WELL STREET, NEAA E U
NION DEPOT—FOURTH
STREET BRIDGE MAY BE U TILIZE
D wimi DISPLACED BY
NEW ONE. . 
' •
Aaastrea_
The s:ireet ammittee for the city —
 
legislative 'boards is now cal
ling 
" Are You An
the people owning property,
 seeing
millet can be done towards 
getting a
r•ght-of-way for the .municipal 
govern-
ment to extend Broad street 
over to t
•T"
Brown street, arrni thrr g
 ti
latter thoroughfare to Caldwell str
oot
near the Union depot. As soon 
as it
is ascertained what can be accorn
ip-
/ished in securing the right-of-w
ay,
tire authorities will decide wha
t to I
do. !
Alderman W. T. Miller has already
 One of the star features of Joh
n . foundation beneath the bi
tulithic to
gotten a free deed of dedication 
from Robinson's big circus, which comes
 cause complications.
W. C. O'Bryan for 4,000 feet o
f the to Paducah Saturday for afte
rnoon City Engineer Washington 
has
street which will go through bis 
prop-
erty, while the other owners?: of land
Will he negotiated with also. M
r.




Broad street ends DOW at Seven
th
the terminus being on trink of 
the
ravine into Cross Creelo Witch emptieS
into Isiand creek there. As there is
no way of gettOg across the cre
ek
from the end of Broad and ov
er
avatar& Littleeilk, any one &siring 
titled the "Elephants," part of the
to go to illie UntOTS depot from 
the ritual being as follows:
Mlecharlicaburg or adjecent vicinity
' "Are you an Elephant?"
has to come down South Sixth 
to1 "iSlure, I have a trunk."
Husbands, then go out Husbands to 
"From where do you hail?"
•Caldtv.ell. In fhis. circuitons manner
 "From the hay and the clover."
'What is your destination?"
"The field of pleasure."
The special meeting place of -the
elephants is at tbe circus, the pass-
word being "Jumbo." Another star
feature of the big program is Capt.
Winsaon's herd of performing seals,
Ilhe opposite side of the creek then- wh
o do everything from singing
thorities want to rum Broad street up
to Brown street, and then con
tinue
the new thoroughfare over to Cald-
well street. niemr the Union depot.
This will get an avenue of egress and
ingress to all that section of etie city
without having to travel a utile out
of the way to get around the cre
ek
hollavta
Mr. IVIiller said yesterday that t'he
opinion of the officals now seems 
to
be tiled when the new bridge is 
put
up across Island creek at 
South
Fourth street and Broad, that the 014
bridge now staniffing be taken 
to the
end of Broad street and utilize
d there_
This old structure's in excell
ent
shape, and would be safe for y
e.ars.
he says. by concrete or sto
ne pillars
being built lip out of the 
hollow at
the end of Broad, and b
ridge aet
thereon.
This bridge is of iron and du
rable
- s',„ for years to 
come. but the reason it
is not now warned at F
ourth street
is hecawe it hos weak ir
on pillars
nitepporting it, and then the 
founda-
tion not of that substant
 al kind
as if concrete or stone 
were used
The iron frame can be p
ut on the
pillars at end, of Broad, and an 
avenue
opened going towards the 
depot theit
.n011 last for years. The. 
new bridge
is to be built across I
sland creek at
Fourdh 'by the time cold we
ather sets
in, therefore the street 
committee is
seeing if everybody out that 
way will




the section in question. I
f this can be
done, the improvement will
 be inside.
It is about the only 
neighborlhood of
thfis city that is nearly 
surrounded ia
such a manner by a 
creek with ho
bridge's or fills going 
through the h 
lows. The authorities cat
 mate it sail]
'cost sesseral tIwnisa oda of
 dollars to
---a -- do She work. 
one of the largest items;
of expense 'hieing the 
conttemplatql






THING READY TO START
* MONDAY,
;
Seventh Street Wilt Be Pinishe
d Up
So Traffic can be resum
ed on
That Thoroughfare.
Elephant? Everything is ready for the work




ER OF THE TRUUTH.
Cross creek is gotten around, 
as
'Caldwell street is the only thorou
gh-
fare built through the deep ravine.
Now it is the desire to either put a
bridge at the end of Broad street 
or
build a fill through the creek to 
the
level ground on the other side. 
On
and night performances s the $o,
-
coo herd of performing elephants
 in
charge of Tim Buckley.
These great beasts are said to con
-
atittite one of the greatest bands o
f
animal actors ever exhibited outsid
e
of India. So proud are the own
ers
of the show of this feature tha
t
"Doc" Waddell, " deformer of 
the
truth" with the circus, has started
an order similar to the Buffaloes, en
-
of commencing to put down the bi
tu.
!lithic composition on the streets 
next
1 Monday morning. The contrac
tors
defer this part of the undertaking in
. order to give the crushed rock an
d
!concrete foundation as much tim
e as
possible to thoroughly harden. In
this manner there will be no "gre
en"
tenor solos to playing the snare
drum in a band. In their honor
Waddell is thinking of forming an
order called the "Seals," the pass-
word being "to* make a noise like a
splash."
The circus. comes to Paducah this
year b;gger than ever, with three
rings, elevated stage, midair arena
and hippodrome track, on all of
which high salaried artists will per-
form at the same time, making prac-
tically six continuous shows.
One of the things that is often
aeglected by a circus management is
the menagerie. Robinson's have a
complete traveling zoo. For the in-
struction of the little ones they have
a corps of attendants who will ex-
plain to them the habits and nature
of the various wild beasts on exhibit.
Asheville, N. C.,Annual Conve
ntion
Commercial Law League of 
America.
Dates of sale July 25, 26, and 
27th
moo limit August 8th, 1906
. By de-
positing ticket and paying 
fee of
fifty cents tickets can be 
entended
to September aoth, 1906 Rou
nd trip
rate $15.3.5.
J. T. Donovan, Agent, 
City
Office 510 Broadway.
R. M. Prather, Agent Un
ion
Depot.
Lots of girls with expensive &fro-
-tiara didn't It arts a thing at hoardi
ng







WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-
BERRY, PEACH, PINEAPPLE or
CHERRY„ IS BETTER
HAYES
PCVENTH AND , BP 0 fk DINA Y
yje
NEW INDUSTRIES.
Established in Kentucky and Tennes-
see During Week.
Chattanooga, Tenn, July 12.—The
following i a list of new industries
erttablislied in Kentricky and Tennes-
see during week ending July 11, com-






















Sequatchie-4too,000 coal and lum-
her company.
Hohensvald—$6 ono planing- 
mill
and 'brick company.
directed the contractors to com-
mence spreading the bitulithic 
at
Fourth and Kentucky avenue and
work out the avenue to ,Seventh
street, then turn into Seventh and
go all the way over to Jefferson.
When that is done the men, evil! go
back to Seventh and Kentucky, and
work out the avenue to Ninth, then
finishing there, commence at Fifth
and Jefferson streets and go out to
Ninth. The object of turning into
Seventh and finishing over to Jeffer-
son, is that this thoroughfare can be
opened as quickly as possibls to the
pedestrians and vehicles. This will
las thoroughly appreciated by the
public, as anyone desiring to go
from the North to South Side has no
uaobstructed thoroughfare from
Fourth to Ninth street, therefore
great inconvenience is incurred
Some of the streets are opened, but
neither vehicles nor people can
pass over them except during tha
daytime, as it is too dangerous after
nightfall.
The big machines of the contrac-
tors are all in working order, and
work of turning out the bitulithic
will be started Monday and rapidly
spread.
After finishing Kentucky avenue,
Jefferson, and the cross streets the
contractors will tear up many parts
of the old bitulithic work on Broad-
way between Fifth and Ninth io
order to put it in first class condi-
von. The Broadway improvement
is of such a poor quality and badly
Pitt down that the contractors have
never yet asked the city to pay for
it, and will not until they make a
better job of it.
The Navy's Marksmanship.
"The criterion of target pr
actice is
the actual number of hits per 
min-
ute," says Secretary of the 
Navy
Bonaparte. "Many chips now 
aver-
age between 75 and oo per Wi
t of
hits with all their main batter
y guns,
whereas in former days the per
cent-
• age was rarely over ao, even 
though
firing slowly at a target more t
han
seven times as large as the pr
esent
one. Then the target was ion
 feet
long and 25 feet high; today 
it is
21 feet lung and 12 feet high. 
This
increase in hitting ability is due 
to
the assidevertas trait fling in the t
arget
practice Which have been carried
 out
under the new system adopted a
nd
also to improvement in ordinan
ce.
Going buck to 188, when th
e navy
was using black powder and wh
en
sights and other parts of the 
equip-
ment were poorly deVeltiped, our 
fir-
ing was both slow and inaccurate.
At that time it was considered satis-
factory if a ta-inch gun fired eine
shot five 'minutes. lint with eacis
subsequent improvement in ordinance
the rapidity was.tomewhat increased,
and by carrying out systematic tar-
get practice the present striking.effic-
iency has been attained. For ea-
ampla, the heavy turret guns that
were but a few years agO allowe I
five niiirit(si In which to fire a. sh
Ii a. s fired three shots and
Iona' . rca It ts in one minute."
Excursion Rates Via. the Southern
Railway from Louisville.
Denver, C0l.—$29.25 JO), ,1-15th
inclusive, return limit August aoth.
Diverse route returning. Stopover
privileges
Knoxville, Tenn.—V.15, June 24
30 July 7. 14 and 15th. 
Return limit
fatten days from elate of sale with
privilege of extension to September
scSh by payment of so cent fee.
..m.••••••=,
St. Paul, Minn-42!.5o. July 23, 24
25, and 26. Return limit leaving St.
Paul July 31st, 25c validation fee.
Athens, Ga.-41515, June 23, 44, 2
5,
26, 30, July 2, 9 and 16. Retu
rn
limit fifteen days with privilege of
extension to September aoth on ?ay-
ment of so cents.
St. Paul, Minn.—Woo, August to,
it and 12. Return limit August at,
with prvilege of extension to Septem-
ber 30th on payment of so cents.
KILL MOOSE FOR PICTURES
New Brunswick Guides Bewail the
Desecration of Canaan .
Woods.
Canaan woods have beet desecrated,
the guides and residents of the prov-
tact teliefe. They have been opposed
to the invasion of hunters, but when
a moving picture machine was brought
into the peered preeiyes of the woods
they felt that all bounds had been
passed.
The Canaan woods, a vast tract in
the heart of New Brunswick, probably
contains more moose than any other
tract of the same extent in the world.
Some weeks ago a party came here
from Boston In a private car and there
was much speculation concerning t
he
naes of a queer looking machine that
formed part of the outfit. Dr. Heb
er
DishoP. a railroad man, of Bo
ston, who
tom viattaa  LugCsnagn woods regular-
ly for several seasons, was thTed
i
of the party, and with him were R. E.
Follett, head of the New England Fish
and Game association; C. Everett
Johnson, F. T. Marion, artist, and G.
W. Bitzer, of New York, and Harris
 B.
Coe, of Boston.
"Must be one of them Getting guns,"
said Charley Coates, viewing a stran
ge
piece of apparatus. Charley's opini
on
was accepted and loud murmurs of pro-
test arose, until it was explained th
at
the strange thing was a moving-pict
ure
machine. The party proceeded to Jim
Ryder's camp, far back in the woods
on one of the lakes.
Mr. Follett and Mr. Johnson spent
one night in a crows' nest callins
moose. 'About daybreak one of the
guides hurried into the camp with the
news that moose were answering their
calls. The picture machine was h
ur-
tled out to the crows' nest, but John-
son and Follett had already gilled a
1,200-pound bull, measuring 54 inches
across the antlers. They went through
the motions of killing the huge animal
again for the benefit of the pict
ure
machine.
Dr. Bishop had even better luck; he
was paddling In • birch bark canoe
with two guides when a moose came
swimming toward the craft around a
point. The picture machine happen
ed
to be set up on shore, and an excell
ent
picture o: Dr. Bishop killing the ani-
mal was taken. This was his twe
nty-
eighth moose. A mile of film ass e
x-
posed, making between 40,000 and 50,-
000 single pictures.
Denver, Colorado Springs and Pu-
eblo, Col.—$.6.co. On sale daily to
September 30th, .with return limit of
October 31st.
Ashville, N. C.—$15.95. On sale
daily the year round, good returning
within six months.
Low H.-........trip•va Rates to many
points in the southeast, west and
isouthwest on first and third Tues-days of each month, June to Novem-
ber inclusive.
For additional information, tickets,
etc., call on any agets of the South-
ern Railway or address.
J. P. LOGAN, T. P. A., tit East
Main street, Lexington, Ky.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A,
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
C. B. ALLEM A. G. P. A., St.
Louis, Mo.,
INTERESTING ITEMS.
The first hicifer match was struck
in
The first steamer built in Englan
apoeared in ifIts.
About two-thirds of all cases
ftingus poisoning end fatally.
Only 240 newspaostat are printeti
the whole continent of Africa
-The oil fields Del.14-)1 nay
Air/ca, are exptirt td to prove among
the most productivr in thhe world
'Col. Charles P. ,Schols of West
Point. who has be-tn. ,311 the continent.
‘'.iting mil i" tat schoo:es is now fl
tptssi,.m.
QUEER PARISIAN RESORT.
Restaurant Where the "Arboreal"
Tendency of Yea Is Ca-
tered To.
A shrewd but unscientific person
once complained that Darwin had
omitted fro mhis "Descent of Man" one
of the principal facts which would sup-
port his theory of an "arboreal ances-
tor," and that was the inherent pro-
pensity of mankind to climb trees, says
the New York Tribune.
Whether this proclivity shows de.
scant from some simian aces tor who
"nightly climbed his family 'roe, knd
on the top reposed," one may Iss
as
Darwinians and anti-DarwInir as to de
side, but the tact that "Robl: -.on." toe
extraorotnary Paris suburb cf dwell.
Inge and restaurants in trete, has ex.
toted for over half a century. and stil.
nourishes, may be taken as roof that
tin mania for tree climbing endures.
"Robinson" was discovered in the
year 184s by a man named GuesquIn.
It was then a wild and un!requented
spot, seven miles south of Paris, and a
natio or two from the pretty little vil-
lages of Sceaux and Fontenay-aux-
Roses. A lane ran along th side of a
hill a little below the sumtri and was
bordered by a huge elm an chestn
ut
tree—an odd corner of the t . at forest
which once encircled Paris tor ma
ny
miles.
He bought some land thereentirely 
tot
his own benefit, and not for that of 
his
rare guests, nailed beams to Cie larg
est
limbs of the stateliest tree on his ti
ny
estate. some 30 feet above the groun
d,
and on these erected a summer hou
se
leached by a wooden stair, wher
e he
could sit of an evening to smoke 
his
pipe anti enjoy the lovely view of t
he
Setae val:ey.
Being hardly more than a couple ot
bouts' walk from the great r'nirerel'‘
of the Sorbonne, it charecd that a stt.•
dent who was taking a walk one Sun.
day afternoon found out the spot, was
pleased with it, and came again, brin
^.
Mg some of his comrades. They 
mu
turn told other's, and in a few w
eekr
favorite resort of the collegians.
Pulque Brandy.
Pulque brandy is described as a dia
bolical decoction from a species oi
cactus that If left on a icscrt Island
by itself would raise a riot. Port
s.
nately for civilizasion, this fiery pea
tion ham not become an art:Cle 
of coin
merce. but is distilled and drunk by
low-grade Mexican hall-breeds eau
renegade whites of old Mesta), 'she
can lay claim to a useful plac
e In






Twiteative of the radical changes thin
9 being made In the British navy Is
Is recent statement by the admiral
ty
"No more contracts for s
upply of salt
beef have been entered into,
 as it has
been decided to abolish th
is article
of diet." Cold storage tak
es the place
of the beef barrel.
Touched Him.
'Did that magnetio healer do rola
good?"
"Yes, he did 111e good and plenty
;
merely toneheii me. nod made I
nv give
up five dullat3."—.11utution Post
.




"Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time.
iLl
Underwood Typewriter Co.;
atz BROADWAY, NEW YORK.




1CO E. 'I HI1 D STREET; PADUCAH. KY,
•





A . 'te our lug THAZ DIC1V1.11
•i •• .• „e the ino-t cee.plete hfgh
I. •t s tLES4, TINES end MUNDKIhis at r
III...LOW any other • •If a,t4.1rt:or desire is the so ski.
co filar etirA isiorcEr- f— ,up•It am, 
or on sow •-ird ./ mewl, until sins ham/ received our complete lerms (air
seusse irue and deacrilets g emery kind of Ligh-grade and
4.1•...ecl-ne and latest a, via)s. and learn of our tattoarastaiu=
1'.1:11,,....*1 812 u•neloeful now sears made poostetit by selling frost faction
e...0.1 to r *i' mo unstanassen a modes.
TiVr Cif/Pew areavew I teed de,eril. Pay lbw ‘t end
a • t.sw 10 Days Viso and ni•Lt. other liberal ter • • mber
ii,se in the wend wilt do. You •ia earn irorryehlog .od get sae..i min
•bie Information by simply wising isa postal. an opportunity
to make mone:rttertatreastlig 
is every town sod ern 
men who apply el ow' c•
We oeed a rifler 
$8.0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES N LI°




Wo Wit' Soli NAILS,
 TACKS 
49iSe•
You a S 
OR 'LAS,
T LET
Pak* ADP Orgy out Da Ail
(Calii4 WITH ORD°, vt•se)
NO WM TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS. PINS, NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Huadred Thossied pairs How le Nobel use Over
tsveniy-ftve Timms/ pars sold last year.
Mottos Qua Web robber tress
••It sad psnotn re strips •111"
sad ••1)." also rim strip
to prevent Om cutting. Tbils
Use wW tratinat say other
sanato—NOFT. SLANT=
MART a
ttwPfairrieitilaPlircruality of rubber, width never becomes porous and which cloves up instill puncturesEIS 
Made in all sizes. It is Neely and may riding, very durable and li
ned Inside
without •I towing the air to escape. We have hundreds of lettere fro
m satisfied cuetomers stating
that their tires have only been pumped up once or twice i•  whol
e meson. They weigh no more tha
an ordinary tire, the puncture reststirri qualities being given 
by several layers of thin. speci:ell
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding neck" sensation comm
only felt when riding on aspNe
or soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weerve" tread
 which prevents all air from twin
squeezed out between the tire and the road thin overcoming an
 soctiou. The regular price of t
tires WO so per pair, but for advertising purposes we are taskin
g • epeeist f to the ride
or only samo per pair. all orders shipped same day letter is rec
eived-. We shltp°71?. inn approve
You do not psy • cent until you have examined and found them
 strictly as represendcd
We will aw • est* disown at of s per cent (thereby making the price
 04.1$ per pair) It you opera
PULL CASH WITH ORDIMI and enclose this advertis
ement. We will also send one nicke
plated brass hand pump and t:co Sampson metal puncture closers
 on full paistpiddrs (these meta
paucity* closers to be used in case of intentional knife cuts o
r heavy gashes). Tires to be retails
st OCR expense If for any reason they ere not satisfactory on exa
mination.
We are perfectly reliatle and money sent to us is as safe as in
 • bank. ask your roetweiatter
asalter, Express or Freight Agent or the Hditor of this pap
er about us. If you order a per
these tires, you will find that they will ride easier. run faster,
 wear better, last longer and'
Otter than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know
 that you will be so well plc
that when you want a bicycle you will give n• your order
. We want you to send us a small
order at once, hence this remarkable tire over,
COASTER-BRAKES, everything In the Wycle line sre solo by us at Ban tlis
onnetballt-npewboot
a, inddhstl. pedal*, _porta and. ,11111.
prices charged by dealers and repair men. write for o
ur Ug 5tY OUT catalogue.
nut write us • postal today. DO NOT THINK OF HE
THICUI
IDOdefircer wear,W Arr making.
only costs • postal to sears everything. Write it neW.














for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH T HIRD STREET. 5 4
DAY AND NIUHT, OLD PHONE 6gg.
NEW PHONE a34. PADUCAH, Z.




Handling Freight: Machinery 2nd ana monrne
and Household fGood. .oth 'Pri,r
























































WILL 6REEK FINED $5
AND COSTS YESTERDAY




Mrs. Mary C. Hawkins Was Adjudg-
IT 9,







Bids Being Received Frfm Firms for
the Material To Be Used In th:
New. Poor Farm.
The John W Ali:Knight hardware
Wire of South Third street beteveen
13roadway and Kentucky avenue ie
moving feom its old location on Wee(
west sidle of the street to the gore !
t:.e eli;c11 wr.. re
cently vacated by the F. N. Gardner'
furniture company Out moved furtifgr
up Third near BroadwaYt The
o‘vneel by Mr. Jaka Weil, who isohl
it to NP.r. McKnight na retire to priv-
ate life, and which store is managed
by MT Georgie Wight.
New Brick Store.
MT. Samoel Spaulding of ',Morgan-
field is iu the city looking over the
auw two story brick building he is
constructing at Ninth and Broadway
ei de, SI ect h'- (hirUg store. The new
structure will be tinisbedi tiviehin tihe
next week or two, and ready for oc -
clva !icy
Juetice Charles Emery was yeeter-
Adlay .entertaming in his office with
a musicale area vocal syloctione from
ehe big phie-logreelh taken from
'Charles TbionepsLin f we Keneeicky
avenue by attachment from Rhode,-
Burford. The instrument is kept in
poseosscm of the court Thompsen
bought it from Rhode—Fiurfore for
$50, het fading to pay a balance of
$17, the .tistriiiisene Wa taken away
by court suit that come-, up for triol.
'The instrument is a very fine one.
Greek Fined.
Willie Greets was fined $5 and costs
by Squire Emery yesterday on the
charge i,f racing up and down the
public highway at break-neck speed
with his !horse and buggy near Wal-
lace park Greek run-. a refreshment
etand jog outeede the park entrance
Hie confessed to his guilt.
-----
Theft Charged.
Jennie Sanyier,. a %'..1IC v. ,1111:1'1
wa* arrested yeetentay by Constable
. A. C. Shelton on a warrant taken out
it Justice F.,nrey'ss court. eh:aging
'bee' with stealing much clothing from
James Barnwell. She live.. on George
wear Sixth greet, and Barnwell elaim:
he pot back a large portion of the
stolen articles.
Adjudged Insane.
Mary D. HaLslati, of 630 Suittti
Fourth it rev t y .trc(1.1) in tee terrusi-
*ty court wa, tried by a jury aril a.d-
• indeed of unsound mind She will
*he taloen to the asylum at Hopicins-
•wille. Mrs Hawkins rs 1 years of
age and wife of the will known river
piliii.Thorne. Hawkins Fourteen
year+ age, she lost her nand and wis
confined fie- a lirivir 111Tir at the asy-
lum) in \time Ill, but recovering
was rieleaseet, andi hoe been all right
• until recently wtien rt seems her rea-
son again left her
Property Sced.
Property on the Ntaytield and Mc-
tropolie mini in the county has been
-wokl by Mery liarvey to J. Mt Grey
'for $aori and the deed lodged for rec
ord yeeterday with the county clerk
J M Gray eraneferrert to Matt:, To Remove Frocilos $ Pimples•'Waltees for $1 and nether C0119.1(IKT 3 
la Tea Days,• tione property in the county.
1 AN UNTOLD TORY. SOME GOOD EATERS.
HOW ONE LIFE ENDED IN avalw GLAND Apprnms AU
MYSTERY. NOT DELICATE.
BY L H. FILIRDILLN.
They warned him when he entered
'he hospital that the operation we:
eerous, that there was but little
...e of its success and that it must
„ done, go to bay, at his own risk
But he heard the surgeons' verdict
aithout flinching, even without an
change of expression. Then he said
curtly and decidedly, although Indif-
ferently, like a man to whom life is a
matter of no consequence: "Very well
go ahead."
During the week he rested in the pri
sate ward of the hospital before the
operation the doctors, and more par-
ticularly the nurses, found in him the
element of the mysterious that begins
Ly piquing our curiosity and ends be
fascinating it. He was La the prime of
life, evidenUy cultured, refined and
well-to-do; a Jew of the finest type,
featured,- dark -bud -a eig y
handsome—so much was apparent on
the'su.rface of things. But all subtle,
attempts to pierce beneath that sur-
face and learn more about him he;
thwarted with an inscrutable smile or ,
turned aside with a bored look, as U
his affairs were of no Importance to
him and, therefore, could be of no 1
earthly interest to anybody else.
To Mims Marcy, the pretty Canadian
nurse who cared for him, he seemed
the most remote, the most detached
person she had ever met in all her va-
ried professional experience. The more
she saw of him the more she wondered
why it was that life made no appeal to
him and had no charms for him. Be-
fore long her wonder left her and a
vague, inexplicable pity for him usurp-
ed its place.
He had no visitors and furthermore
he seemed to care about none, for he
rejected in his polite but peremptory
way all Miss Marcy's efforts to enter.
tam him. He read nothing, not even
the newspapers, and lay perfectly still,
his big black eyes fastened on the bare
wall, the expression on his Pee.. Axed,
Immovable and unvarying, se If his
mind were always considering the
same thoughts and were held in bond-
age by them like a prisoner is the four
walls of his cell.
The day after the operation, which
proved unsuccessful, as the surgeons
feared, his vitality ebbed low. When
the night came the interne beckoned
Miss Marcy into the hall and said tc
her: "It is doubtful whether or not
your patient can live until morning. I
think you oeght to tell him so."
She reentered the room softly, waft-
ed a moment or two and then, making
sure that she had herself firmly in
hand, started to break the mournful
news to him as gently and indirectly
as she could, but before she had fairly
begun he cut her short with a wave of
I his hand and said: "I know."
"There may be somebody whom you
wish to have hers," she suggested,
overawed.
His face, pale now as death itself,
looked reflective and he gave an an-
swer. Miss Marcy, thinking he had
forgotten it repeated her remark.
lb." he answered firmly.
"Do you wish to dictate a letter to
anybody" she asked.
He hesitated • second, evidently pon-
dering, and then answered as before:
"No."
She waited awhile, busying herself
in making him as comfortable as she
could under the forlorn ctrcunuitanceb,
and then she inquired meekly, as if
amid of • refusal in advance: "Is
there anything you want done."
"I would appreciate it," he said
eagerly in a flash of renamed vitality:
"If you would brace me up against
the pillows and let me smoke."
She attended to his request, placing
ils box of black, thick cigars on the
'
table beside him. lie lit one and
puffed away as coolly as if he had un-
til all eternity to finish it, hie big
I black eyes fastened piercingly on thenurse. In the semi-darkness of the
room his cigar and his flashing black
tote made three vivid lights—two of
them unnaturally bright
Now and then he laid aside his cigar
and moved his lips as if about to speak.
The nurse felt her heart beat quicker,
xi:towing if he spoke he would reveal
Lhe mystery that enwrapped him and
disclose the secret that she dreaded
but none the less longed to hear. But
ee frowned, ivrinkling his high fore-
mad. and fell to smoking again.
Miss Marcy suddenly became aware
,hat an awful battle was going on in
the dying man's le.sart, that some great,
overwhelming desire commanded him
to speak and that a pride equally as-e n
terful ordered him to keep hi lips
sealed. This battle and the dr dr-
'Wee being
fought awed her, touched her with a
sense of the terrible, almost of the
supernatural.
Ile threw away one half-smoked
cigar to light another and another, lift-
ing them away from his lips as If to
begin his ominous confession, but the
struggle still continued, ,with the ad-
vantage in favor of pride, an§.. he ut-
tered not a word, not a syllabre.
The night crept on and on as If It
comprised all time, as if it were pur-
posely delaying its end for this man
to speak. The silence became unen-
durable, oppressive, terrifying, as if it
might break any moment, without
warning, into a peal that wonl hake
the foundation of the hospital.
His eyes burned brighter and ht-
or, consuming the Ores of his as
they binned:, then suddenly, the
approach of the dawn, they closed or-
ever, his last cigar dropped from is
mouth, an inscrutable smile ill ed
across his face as If to proclaim pri 'e
victory, and he passed away, taking htt
secret with him, leaving his naysteN
goo tynd.:--qhiongo DaLli News.
Gettting Bids.
The laborers are now putting in the
front of the Roy L. Ctdley building
on Broadway between Fourth and
Pfth streets. The fixtures are being
put in and by the first of next month
the store will be eirtirely cennpleted
BAFFLING DISEASE.
Defies Six Operations in Ten Days
and Victim is Slowly Dying.
Suffering fe bre arterial cirrhoses, the
hie., cast' of the disease- ever encoimt-
reed at the City licespiteJ, WtIliam F.
Mlurray, stenographer at the Suffolk
coenty courthouse, after subnritting
to sSe progressive amputations of his
right leg during the last TO dare, is
believed to. he in danger of death.
Not only is the disease from which
Me Murray is suffering a granger at
the local hospital, but it s one of
Me diseases rare to medical seience.
Its neeption was a voenk heart action,
due to the arteries syf the body be-
coming plugged and enforcing Irwin
the heart a tasik sot-strenuous in pump-
ing bleoell that it finally broke doe. ii
under the serail and. practically stoe-
Tied work. The result was what at
tir•t appeared ti be a paralysis of the
lower limbs
Sem after his renewal to the City
hospital gangerene bet in in the right
leg, and although since his adrnis-
svon, a week ago last Saturday, por-
trims of the limb above the diseased
part us etc removed on different 0,_•-
e.isioiri, the consin on spread each
t:rne.
Now a late amputation has been
made, the limb being removed at the
thigh. Akrroet immediately the gang-
ereeric appeared in the left limb --
Roston Ow. Washitieton Pcet
Licensed to Marry.
The clerk yesterday owned a mar-
riage license to David Renfro, aged
53. and FJMITIa W004%. amid, ao, of
Metropolis, Ill. Both have been mar
tied owe before.
In eight years the pepalation of
Osaka, Japan, has increased from
$11.8cio to over 1,026.000. The fl urn-
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IILAT1014AL TOILET toMPANY. Ports. Ter,
Don Gilberto
THE TALKING MACHINE MAN OF PADUCAH.
As we are in the midst of hot
ture at the present time, and these
at present. Come one come all
at.. produced by the only talking
of the world. The Victor and th
from Sio to $too put within the
wealthy. Rern4mber that these
weather and sleeping is a tor-
beautiful moonlights we have
and hear his musc at 606 S. 4th.
machine, not only of Ti. S. but
e Zonophone talking machines
reach of the poor as well as the
machines are the 
Leading Machine of the World
Remember my records for sale are 8in. 35c, to in. Goc. re in.
$1.00.
We have high class operatic records from $r.00, $2.00, $3.00,$4.00, $5.00. All the latest leading opera singers from Addalens
Patti, Mracella Sasembrich, Carauso and Sourate and Gazors and
a great many other celebrated artists of this kind.. I will play any
piece before rchasing it, so you can see that it is perfect. We
don't sell second hand machines or records.. Every machine is
guaranteed and every record is perfect and new. We don't give
discounts nor CUTS in PRICES. We carry a full stock of
need ele and we will repair your broken machines at liberal prices.
We will take pleasure in explaining the mechanism of your Zono-
phone. I have eoo new and latest music from ragtime to the
most celebrated operas, and from the greatest bands both Am-
erica and Europe and Orchestria pieces. My concerts will be
front 7 p. m. to to p. m.. No pieces played twice and we play
from 75 to too pieces every night. Remember that you can buy
the Victor machine, it is no trouble but a pleasure. We will take
pleascure in showing you about either the Victor or Zonophone
machines, also care of records.
7 / remain your talking machine friend
DON GILBERTO,
- THE TALKING MACHINE M AN OF Paducah and don't you
terget it. 666 S. 4th. St. Paducah, Ky. - •_Lads.,Lit1111111
Mighteen Eggs Fried Were Only an
Appetizer and Far from the
Rocord—Great Destroy-
ers of Food.
 'ED  
-BALDWIN PIANO
The men who do the hard work and
breathe the bracing air of down east
have never been noted for delicacy or
Whimsicality of appetite; but some re,
cent exhibitions of food destruction
have excited the wonder of the natives 1 TA
and the admiration of visitors, says a II
Bangor (Me.) report.
'nye other night a tall, gaunt man
wandered into a Bangor lunch room;
and after scanning the bill of fare for
some minutes, hesitatingly asked for
some fried eggs. He ate what was
set before him, and liked it well
that he ordered more, then more and
more, and so on unUi be had consumed
six orders.
that.
tanch room the six orders comprised
18 fried eggs, 12 slices of bread and
six cups of coffee. When he had fin.
liked, the tall man, who was front
Prince Edward Island, carelessly re-
marked that he was not feeling very
well that night, and as he didn't fancy
the boarding house grub he had come
Over to town to get something light to
tempt his appetite.
The captain of a coasting schooner
in the port of Bangor told his cook to
buy a roast of beef, some beefsteak and
some sliced ham, together with a cab-
bage and other' vegetables and foul
dozen eggs. The cook did as he was
ordered and served the roast beef for
dinner.
The captain ate until the platter was
as bare as Mr. and Mrs. Jack Spratt
could have made it, and then looked
up expectantly and asked:
"Where's all the rest o' that truck?"
"What truck?" asked the bewildered
cook.
"Steak an' other stuff," replied the
captain.
"Why, I supposed you wanted those
thing for supper, or—"
"Supper be hanged!" roared the skip-
per. "Get something else for supper.
When you buy grub for dinner cook
it, an' don't be tryin' to starve me to
death. I'm no vegetarrier!"
Down in Calais they tell of a man
who got up hungry the other morn-
ing and hunted around for something
to eat. He boiled and ate 27 eggs, and
finding that they were good fresh egg's
fried and ate 19 more, winding up with
a quart of mixed pickles and seven
biscuits.
The smallest sailor man who ever
sailed out of Bangor, Little Johnny
Mills, was famed for his underdeck
capacity. One day on board the
schooner Ruth Darling he ate his own
dinner and also the share of two other
members of the crew who had gone
ashore and failed to come back. Then
as he sat on the rail smoking his pipe,
Johnny astonished the cook by saying;
"It's poor grub and little of It ye
have aboard o' this one. It's clone
steerin' a man has to get a bit au' e
sup."
"Wily, Johnny, s 1kt more wouhl
you have on top o' that big b'lle I din-
ner?" asked the cook.
"Oh, well," replied Johnny, as he
rolled his eyes aloft. "Oh, well, I'm
thinkIn' I could get away right new
with a good hunk o' mutton an' a few
tirades, an' a plate o' pundin' an' a bit
o' a loaf o' rye bread an'—an' half a
gallon o'
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Hight Excellence....
Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
:is t "Leader" for the dealer.
D. LDVvir .;‘. CO.
W. Tj MILLER, Agent.
Long-Range Electricity.
Prom the Victoria falls to Witwaters-
rand, a distance of 700 miles, engineers
propose to carry electrical power to
mine South African gold. They are con-
vinced the plan will be commercially
successful, especially as the dry climate
is most favorable, while there ip no ice
In the rivers to interfere with the work
lag of the turbines and no snow to break
down the transmission lines. It Is esti
mated that in the driest season 500,000
horse power 'could be developed. Thi
available head of water is about 329
feet, bilt a heairof 1.000 feet could beob-
tattled by engineering works of a com-
paratively light type. This would pro-
duce about 1.000,900,000 horse power
At present $15.v00.000 is spent annually
on the Rand for power.
Chance for the Church.
A missionary in southwestern Oregon.
anologizing for the infrequency of his
letters, explains: "My days have been
spent in the saddle, and at night I am
either foo tired to write or else I have
no place or opportunity to write at all
Lest Thursday I mede 56 miles on horse
ba-k, over a rough trail. Solid virgin
forests for 40 miles and not e_dsLopi,s4
place to stop. I am now on the nort here
erd of Lake Klamath. Klamath county
the most southern country in Oregon. It
is a lumber and logging country. The
church is unknown here. God is not
ti.ought of and Eenday is like other
days. The church has a great open dont
in these regions."
Wanted It at Once.
*1 disown you," cried the angry pa
rent, "I shall cut you off with a 31111-
ling!"
"Yes, sir," replied the erring .on
meekly, "and might I have that shilling
now?"—Life.
Accommodating.
"Very sorry—all my daughters are al
ready engaged."
"Ah, well, never mind; I'll call agate
meat time there's a vacancy."—Sphere.
Raterr a Different Thing.
"Now, Mr. Green, where are you gu-
lag? Are you training for a race?"
"No!" shouted Mr. Green in
ai'm rasing tor a train1"—Psch5
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN W4LLPA.
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAIR TO
OFFER YOU,
1141=============1
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
tic per rolL
..Paper usually sold at me we will
sell for Sc.
....Paper usually sold at Sc we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
trini=========== li
C. C. Leos 315 hay.
6001 MORNING
Did you swallow yOur share Of dust last night? I have a full line all
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sleds'
etc., various grades and various prices.
Help your neighbor keep down the dust.
dD.Hannan








The Regibter, delivered, 10c per week
5. 
—411111
EDGAR-NO . WHITTEMORE, 
REAL PifirliTE AGENCY
tADVCAH REAL. ES'I WESTERN KENTUCXY FARM MSC
111110I1THLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. Vita ilitN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICI: LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
IWO R W. WOHTIFAIIOILIL, Pewhaook Rs.
expected itto begin
the vagrants.
It is claimed that the city is full of
idle, able bodied men, both white and
black who refuse etnployment avhsn
offered them. The complaining firm
declares that when in recent need of
Sac. laborers an effort was IllUide to
hire them from a crowd of eighteen
loafers arenindl a saloon in the neigh-
hood of the factory. Only three re-
sponded to the invitation to work.
Paducah has too many loafers and
if they cannot be made to go to work
or leave the city, they can at least be
forced to cease congregating on the
street corners. •
In discussing the evils of nuxbern
discoveries in the medical world, and
prarcipally the microbe theory, the
:alilvoatilaee Sent nel makes a few pert-
inent observations when it says:
"It is bight time that a lot of ex-
perimenting doctors and yellow
journalists quit scaring the peopte 'to
death es:cry day. More than one-
half She illness of today is caused by
lively iimaguations forsteired by de-
tailed ptiblicsition of the theories; of
doctors. They may act from the be
motivics, but it would 'be as well if
a good deal of their theorizing were
confined to medical journals where it
will be read by those who can take
it for what it S worth. Our fore-
father, ate what they wanted. drank
water From springs and brook's with
never a thought of a microbe, and
they lived to a green old age. -We
strain and filter and boil and examiae
and test and worry and stew, and
most of US die tuit imel y from digestive
trouble, if we escape an operation for
appendieit's. Let's have a little com-
mon sense, a little less popular science
and a whole ilot better health."
The Louisville Herald is a strong
ally of the forces of morality and
decency, and is constantly calling pub-
1k attention to the Iv ls that exist at
•  - -
THE REGIS TE4 RI organized in Chicago and will a 'oncee
The I ndencie League 
s t n 
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Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to;
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
begin a crusade against' graft and cor-
ruption in official circles, In almost
every city in the land', graft filour-
islics.
We do not mown that officials are
taking 'bribes outright, but they get
a rake off in many ways, for favors
they are enabled to bestow by reason
!
I 
of their affical positions
Friday Morning, July 13, 1906.
WIhile Memphis is running the vag-
grants either out of town or to the
rock pile. Louisville is to take a hand
in the game. A firm in the latter city,
sorely in need of laborers has ad-
dressed a letter to the board of trade
calling attention to the thousands of
loafers in that city. The letter was
referred to the committee on munici-
pality, and the police department i3
a crusadu 'against
It is very commendable for gov-
ernors and mayors to diaclare that the
lid shall stay on, but, as the Louis-
ville Herald says: "any lid will stay
on with the laws and its ministers
to bold it down."
Belligerent Patriotism.
(Nash V -Ile Banner.)
An incident related by the New
York correspondent of the Chicago
Tribune not only indicates the poly-
glen qirility 
but shows that some of the foreign
born citizens are very zealous; in their
patriotism. The correspondent says:
'Henry Latsts, propetor of a hotel
at Sixth avenue and Thirty-nine
street, is regretting that he threw an
old and soiled American flag and
some red, white and blue bunting in
the rag bag a few days ago. He had
forgotten the incident, when he told
a servant, newly arrive() from Hun-
gary, to *lean. the windows on the
third floor. The Hungarian did not
know anything elbow the Amer:tan
flag, and picked up the soiled bunt-
ing for the job. The man had been
working ten minutes, when half a
dozen Irishmen came along on a
tracks atter as' goon as they caught
sight/4- the colors of the wasth-cloth
they 'howled at the man to desist.
The mart only looked down and
smiled, then went on with the work.
This was too much for the Irishmen.
and they were malanig for the third
floor, when Policeman .1lm•tha, at-
tracted by the crowd, appeared on the
scene.
The newly arrived Hungar•an did
not understand the language in which
the irate Hibernians made their pro-
test or he would probably at once
desisted from the use of the national
colors that so Wrought on their pa-
triotic feelings'. They have tradition:
of liberty in Hungary as, well as in
Ireland and are also gren there to
tnthusiaseic dentorestrations of their
feelings on the abject. America
some fifty year* ago gave a cordial
welcome to Louis Kossuth, the Hun-
garian patriot; who after the collapse
of his country's struggle for independ-
ence, escaped to this county from
Austrian tyranny..
"The indignation of the hr shinten
over the degradation of the Stars and
Stripes would doubtless have been
angurnented to a still more dangeroas
degree if the luckless window-washer
had by scime chance got a scrap of
green cloth mixed with his wash reg.
for the love of the American Irishman
for his adopted country is not les-
sened by his undying devotion to the
flag of old Ern. it is gratifying to
note this eilibition of jealous regard
for sntr national colors, for among the
foreign population of this country
there are many from the continent of
Europe who prefer the reg flag and
who have been chief disoeminators of
dangerous anarchistis doetrines ill
this land of liberty.'
Should Be Sentenced Quickly.
(Chicago Examiner.)
Night before last a man who had
attacked three little girls was set
upon by a mob, and but for the quick
arrival of the oplice he would have
tat ii hanged. If that man had been
lynched it would. hat': been
a sensation in Chicago, and the
fact that there had been a lynching
in Chicago would have been greatly
deplored by some.
A member of the council recently
introduced a resolution asking the
. sai4hat city and moulding (minion in else legislature to make a capital offence
ro' la a recent - es:Oa-jai oir any person to attack a gir! cr
thc locial evil the Herald stoma
the matter by. giving ,this advice:
"Tbe brit estity of a populous and
pow CT f114 C 011111/1111i ty troaspowtt its
wealer members—its women and its
little ones. They are the mist valu-
able asset of a city. or :ate .,r
AND TESIEli BY THE CITY OF MONROE, LA.
Monroe, La., July 12.—In choosing
r what is said to be the
11 owned street rail-
way in thy United States, the stneet
railway of Monroe, Mayor A. For-
sythe last night said that the first
teni_for, fitness for this _position will
be total abstinence from all intoxi-
cating liquors.
"I am not a prohibitionist," said
the mayor, in making this ruling,
"but it is absolutely essential that
men occupying these responsible po-
sitions should be sober, sane and
strictly reliable, and only those who
are on the "water wagon" and keep
on it will be employed."
It is expected the railway will be-
gin operating in a short time. A
remarkable feature is the fact that
its constraction_haajtot_ directly cost
the' taxpayers a cent, all expenses
being defrayed•by revenue from the
city's municipal waterworks, electric
light plant, wharves and other muni-
eipally owned public utilities. Mon-
roe has about r0000 inhabitants.
TENNESSEE REPUBLICANS CONVENTION---
BROWNLOW IN CONTROL; HALE CAAIRMAN
Nashville, Tenn., July 12.- When
the state convention 'met this morn
ing it was apparent Chat a Cr
Brownlow was in ent ne control of
the situat ions
•H. Clay Evans will be the nominee
for governor, he will select his own
campaign committee, and congnoss-
,man Beownkaw will remain at the
head of the organization.
This was brought about by a con-
tract 'between BT 0 W (14100W and Con -
gressima n Hale, who has stice yester-
day hadi the balance of power. 'Mr.
Hale exerted his efforts for a com-
promise and the reetit will be that he
will he elected permanent chairman
of the 'convention by a. unanimous
vote and all will be harmony.
The convention adjourned shortly
after noon fo meet again at 3 o'clock
to hear' the report of the coniimittee
on cnedentials. .Absolute control of
this committee was given to the
Brownlow faction when R. S. Sharp
of Ohattanooga, an Evans man, put
to .the convention a quiestain for a
viva voce vote to sustain the ruling
emporary airman • s wry
Wright that the BTONVITI,ow 4action in
the tenth district, being those &le-
gatea on the temporary roll, ahamild
'bie• recognized With that motion all
danger of another split seemed to dis-
appear, and the compromise was ef-
fect ive. Brownlow is in the aaddie
.Evan's' will be the nominee.
Coup For Evans; Confusion Reigns.
When the congressional committee
met at the Tulane the Brownios
forces were astounded by an- apparent
coupeof the Evans people who select-
ed J. H. Early, one of Evan's leaders,
as chairman of the cotranittee. This
means that Congressman Hale is still
in control and can thro lathe organiz-
ation to either Evans or Browniow
as he pleases.
At r o'clock, the greatest confusion
reigned 'n the hotel lobbies, ineantbers
of the two factions being unable to






Ben Hill Was Held to the Grand Jury
at Wingo on Housebreaking
Charge.
Yesterday morning Architect A. L.
Lassiter recovered ha bicycle that
was stolen late the afternoon before.
That night late Officer Terrell was
coding down • Wash! tvg a an Street
whoa between Fourth andcift* he
foond the bike by a pile of
The patrolman curried it to the police
iveadatrarters where it was held for
the owner yesterday.
Stray Horse.
Thcre i.. a stray horse at Charles
Clark's livery stable on South Third
street await ng clairnaricy by the
owner. TIlie horse was found- straying
aratmd at Fourth and Broadway by
Mr. 41vomas Sandera, the investigat-
ing officer for the Humane society.
Found Wheel.
Broolv„Townos. of 1612 Jefferson
street has itvfornand the police depart-
ment that he had recovered his bi
cyc.i'e, that he reported as stoksti Mon-
day evening.
It developed- the next morning that
asersa other wheel owner made a mis-
take and took that belong ng to
young Towns, hut discovering the
mistake, returned the bicycle.
Young Man Held Over,
lit-met-day at Wing°, an examining
trial was given TI, Hill. and he was
.. 1'..;! I y,.. I" / , , •, i;' MI court sratt4
jury on the charge of 1-rcakinz into 
Norwegian peasants are said to be
MeNeely's st'-re st that place ssv- the most hones
t people in the wor ,
crat nights ago. and stcaliag-$25. lie Seversl 3-
cars ago an English tool .
was matte-ad here the following n gstt isi going 
from Trontljhein to (liris-
ooman's Inc and a child's life should 
by Marshal Jackson of IA'.iligo who tiania, lot. is or 20 
sovereign. toa, the
Iss t'se mast 51crell thins; under the 
took him back there for trial. road. Upon his 
artival at Cl.ristiati:
This nu:ti should be quickly 
he wrote of his lass to- the county
. Remain In Mourning. 
judges and in :i kw days receive,:
public. , Utterly ahstird i.., i t t., T...„.1,1 tt,.( iltii,kly sentenced and the •
achoolssfleal churches, if he,side cl , ,. •.:‘-." .! 7 '11;Ity. the law has for his 1 
I I's CliV 11;01 bit !fling will remain 
every cent of the • lost sovereigns.
institatioss .of betterment we permit ,'Il• ..'.••,a'st he a,•;(•c, .r1 au'ainst 
::icapaetcicoititiittir utrning
of the death of
for some clays The peasants had picked tip the celini,
Judge .1,„ong:ipeedd•thtnialo eoyes_a ihatu rLetil rnagnids•tralr.41.
to fir444' °le 'nal aotsg• ts is aitot oteotl'iso
fen- IiiirTiiiii-AeieriOrait-ion and - Iii-oraI . - - 
ialeteiel isa Sanstsa's.
defilment. The society wh,ich does 1.:7:FI.PCTIONS OF 
- - Trtigafity -and - thrift- are ettatiotrtt
so contribetes with one irinl A BACHELOR. 
PICAYUNES. e'.,.....4c .i.,tics of the ts7ore.'egians.
'heaven anal a it'a t•Is• 00' c r ! , . 7 
The siic:al condition . are . oce'lliar t s
With a firm hand Lesissi!' -1---:d. 
ideal in this moot '7, !..in V.1'1.2: ,1, , --i • :"Cy 1,
t() Vie"' and" giv 11-.1. v:, prolocti• .1 t"
its agencies. TIT vicion, ,l- ,,i11,1 1,t• I
(lea ?t it ;111 bitirettoeSs. be!! l,:i-r,-;.: -
treat!-, tl; i, yen' d'if- ren, fr.,,ti 1 , - '
ten'sc. It ic. oh t the otler 1):11:!. (-I': : t,
and in'n•.rcin to 1.-rr.,' intl.)ce;it ,










We handle all the finest and daint-
est articles with the










Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous passage $4.00:
Unlimited ticket $5.00 meals and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. party
cf five or over $1.5o each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. FoPAID By MANY further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gem Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
Agent Phone 33.
FUNUE'RAL OF HON. EDMUND
P. NOBLE ONE OF PADU-
CAH'S LARGEST
Cortege Wee Over Half a Mile in
Length. While Beautiful De-
signs Covered Burial Lot.
Attesting their great euatam and
love for the prominent deceased, hun-
dreds of people yesterday afternoon
attended the funeral services over the
remains of the late lion. Eldraind P.
Noble to pay tboir final r spective
tribute to orii cherished mem -lry, that
will lire forever. It was one of the
largest corteges in the history of Pa-
siucah.
The services wet-. held at t'ae
same reai&nce on West Broadway
will:re many hu mitt& of bereft
friends assembled. Rector Abbett of
'the Eravkinaville Episcopalian church.
preached the sermon, after which she
remains- veere talden to Oak Grove
cemetery and -orisogived i:ie grave
The iortege was over half a mile in
length, hundresla of vehicles being ir.
tt-e sad ptocession. The route of the
timeession aas down Broadway, then
irto Sixteenth to Trirrdie street at
tIte Larying ground entrar •s.
There were about sevea '-five iii
the han 'son-rest floral des itne. ever
sten in the rity. tendered' ;•.4 a final
remember:ince to the dead. They
covered the entir cfamily lot.
RURAL NORWAY IS HONEST
Inciderts Which Are Illus•rative of
One of Its Marked Char-
acteristics.
up
The 1 usin • s f belle .5 to wring ti o ner Lucre i ; 1 rivilegedcs a tecu y, p
A enie I, aiies s:- -:lceonah to hearts. •iiiiltility or aristoe.[•cy of wealth.
' ''• s' . • i sia Isn't it tarnafkable !yr./ iltialve- (,4,lisccinently there is so sharply
'irti- 4 'in,: make ,,;1 th able truth generally is? drpwti line of distinoton between the
es• i Ji•ly Cie i:1:-.1rn".,-( (...•,1- Sli,.- that loves not a little chilltl -
oliat can •one .;‘), for her?
- ':).-o;ot is ;! n ice thia5; !'t 1..if tvery coldnt o uses a pretty face
t,.ot the real en.Hylrell i.c a bulwarh for brains.
if i' ii • isise, borne to t0 0d t1iills 4 At ao call her a witch and she
a sat.
\ •
The fate that befell Ivens, as this
npyr has stated! before, does not
Syem to deter tht sr wretches. A
a I M.' C S V\ r)11.: :' I 5(1 call her the same
1 l'lloe Os hardly any surer way to rind she lisithcs you.
!live to ,he very old than to be rich It's tea the salary art actor draws,
land havT A lot of poor' relatives wait- bet what he gets that helps his land-
or 
. 
years the dog and the tin can ' • . nTor v‘,11 to die.--New York Press. ladv along.
nay,- b, ,ai asso:lated, the can general- - I •
ly :,ttn lied to the' catybil appeamage somebody's Spaniel.
of the canine, and the public has W'alter, Sanders of 405 Sottil St- v-
s-Os:oat, slio siella with equanimity, eoth streft-1 4-as notified Captniq Har-
lan of tha police force that a blacktos i: at t, met with hilarity, bet whoa '
ess. ea•-•• is revessed and caudal
appent'age ;1 f•-teel in :t can- -of tie, f
--the sea ea'' a is 
a 
--vale!: di'llereto.
woar sitetteel .ha. tad
a reaml hi f%)-r co
timt thy 4.4. Cnii!d 11
if tlo • ls %ism:
bee., larsin
fl•r• (I n -
• (lure
Some nwn are good' because they i
ere good, others are good because
they arc econo1l-.c:11.
When a man fall; in lore with
1 mself his life is rarely blighted by
narequited afferi:coia
The most iiiiimaginative womao
•• 11 find aati g• illR1011111.1 IV!r•e
• • I • a i ' • a
ciasses.
The death rate in Norway is the
sehallest of any nation in the worl51
I The homes of the well-to-do peas-
ants are made up of a half dozen, and
sone times more, siparate
Pras•ically' all the necessities of life
anufactured at home., Thera
ast storerooms full of linens and
, etc., elegantly curtained beds
priceless old furniture, but th•
rs are always, bare.
• '-‘401./4-----
-Bad Language Used.
Ellen ltar...s., colored; was arreled
esterday telY0fficers' Terrell and
lexander (it the charge of cursing







MENT IN FRANK DAR-
GAL'S LIMB.
'Hastier Albert Briggs Had Face
Crushed by Water Tank Pipe—
Child Stung by Bees.
iry have found another piece of
splintered bone in the lower leg of
Mr. Prank Dargal of Paducah, who
is confined at the institution. Dis-
co‘ cry of this piece necessitated the
flesh being laid open again, to the
fragment could be removed, which
was successfully done several days
ago. His sister, Miss Mamie Dargal,
IS still at Cairo with him, and will re-
man until he is well enough to conic
home. Conductor Kessley of the
street car, who Was shut a: the saute
time Dargal was, is able to be out.
The negro Hardin Davis shot the
c ;inductor during an argument about
car fare one month since. and Mr.
Dargal Was hit by a stray bullet as




Yesterday morring at the I. C rail -
7,1.4., yark-I:e:T I i i ist l er  Albert),ila:pillI,,,w itl:e1,(t, 
I
.
• t• waor tank, so a simply (if water
mr :•" he toed into she engine rea- 
, ,,-,'r II" was sitting astr de the
i otte pipe when thrown off by the
v eights pulling up the pipe, which
I struck him on the right side of hi-
face and crushed the bone hadly. Ile






h': which attacked 'or. , ; :4,
tl'e f clut:,,arc:•1 .
and 'sirs. 'W ti. Seie'ses. lr,••
alt,1 whi'e CI:on ,h C'-
grounds :cit (Sown out a box a-hi ••
pawed to. be the hive of bees. 1- •
insects settled all over her' and steno
her very severely before her scrisama
attracted members of the household
and she could be gotten away from
the hive.
,
"111; Ger111:1T1 s"nperin (son,. tii
•• ••-• as-tumble draftboard n existenet.
The light 'and- shark sqbares are made
of Over arrd gold and the dirafta are
:lot made of silver and gold, el--h
leiving a diamond or a ruby in the
centre.
No department store has yet add -1
a menagerie to its list of attractions
—but lots of women get hit at bar-















St. Louis and. Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bes
excursion oct of Padocah.
38.nn For the Round Trip touu Tennessee river & reture
it is a trip of pleast7e, comfor
and rest; good service, good tabl
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jae





















will cure that ats ful pain.
Iles cured others, will cure you.
Call on us, or p'10.-.1: :37




Gas and Ga oline
Engines
For All Purposes
I to ,-ton horse power. Best, cheap-
est and to -.at e,-finornic111.






PADUCAH WON FIRS GAME
AND VINCENN'ES SECOND,
15 INNINGS.
In Double*Headers at Cairo and Jack-




Vincennes  43 26 •:633
Jacksonville ..  37 32 .g36
Paducah .   36 33 -522
'Cairo  36 3$ .513
Dranclie 30 40 .429
• • • • •••• • • .. 26 aa .382lillattoon
Schedule For Today.
Vincennes. a! Ptaiali.
Allateotan at i_aelosuovini. 
, Danville at Cairo.
For fifteen inning4 they fought like
tigers Perdue and 'Padlock, but the
*tory closed 'when the *Atom, found
Tad for Glee bits in the fiPtlh.
Perckte certainly pitched two. great
games. if it had been anyone else but
'Perdue tbe Indians wiouid have taken
both games, he never seemed to weak-
en) and kept his speed until the last.
Today is ladies' day.
'A largiecrowd will be oat to see the
last battle between the Alices
'Wright will win -his game by a nose
-- -
Inning One.
Mitchell •enst, Arabic to Haas; 11k-
Clain safe on .1ierry's error; Wilker-
son flys ont to Taylor; McClain stole
second; Miorim die great, sawed out.
Taylor flys out to McClain; Perry
got his finger mnshed on pitched ball
and South takes his gtick; South fan;;
CI popper fans.
Inning Two.
Barbour singles; NicCielland force,
Barbour out at ancond; Donovan safe
on Haas' error; Haas playing second
Quigley silsort; Lloyd first; South
right; Nfatterson forces Donovan out






n; Lloyd flys out
I single,: Quirky
scores con matteson's throw to second
trying, to catch 'Wetzel; Downing out,
McClelland to •Wilkerenn.
Inning Three.
Gorti comes to the rescue and takes
les pkace art 'tort: }faas back to first:
Mlitebefi out. Quist!ley to /leas; M-
Claw out Groh to Haas; Wilkerson
out. Groh to liars
Brahic one. Mk:Cklland to Wilker-
son; Taylor out. Mitehell to Wilker-
son: Grob nut to Wilkerson.
Moran out. Groh to Haas.; Barbour
11)'‘ in* to Quig INfraelland out
Quigley to Haas.
Cooper flys one to MeClain; Quig-
' lev to Donovan; Haas
1.10yd firs nut to Nfftelic11.
Inning Five.
.I/onovan mit, Groh to Ilaas;IMat-
teson pope out to Groh; Perdue safe
.at fir* on Grob' error; Groh playing
with sore .boolder: Mitchell grounded
out to 'Haas.
Wetzel singles; Downing sacrificed;
Perdue to Wiposrvon. Brahie out.
Mitchell' to Waterton; Wetzel goes
from second -tp threl; Taylor hit to
Barbour; Wet e4 comes home; Tay-
lor steals reicoall; Groh nut en Wilk-.
erson; Groh using the stick with one
hand.
Irizeing Six.
McClain flys. out to Taylor; Wilk-
ereLus walks; Moran gtrikes out; Bar-
bour singles; MtrCklland out. Brahie
P) Has;.
Cooper out, NICCIellarodi to Wilk-
ervon; Qingley popped out to Bar-
bour; Haas flys out to Donovan.
Inning seven.
I/onoven' strikes out: Matte:cm out.
Wetzel to Haas: Perdatelnfe to first;
McGain fouls int: to Donovan.
Lliorl safe to first on
Wetzel mit or fieil totnt strike; Down-




Mu-ran out. Grt.14 t,, t t Barbonr
fly; (nit to Cooper.
Taylor. out. MeClellaml to V1/4'ilkar-
Roo: Groh called out on strikes; Co.)",
er ont. MIceelland to aVilkisrson.
•1116, • Inning Nine.
• AT,.-cir:11'11(1 Si Tlwle; I/otrovan
Perdu: eon to 
al catch; Tadlock fouls out to Ma. -
tewots.
Inning Four.
McClain fans; Wilkerson fans; Mo-
ran out, Downing ret Haas.
Taytor out, Barbour to Wilkerson;
Groh out to Wilkerson; Cooper out
to Barbour.
Inning Five.
Harbour flys, out, to Quiet)", Mr.7
atelland walks; Meas.:Band caught off
faVt, Tadlock to. Haas; Moran out
Groh to Hans.
-- Quigley out, Mitchell to INilk:er-
soit;- Haas out, Barbour to W.Ikerson;
Lloyd singles; Lloyd, thrown out
stealing second.
Inning Six.
Nt'atteson out. Quigley to Haas;
Perdue flyis, out to Taylor; Mitchell
out, Wetzel to Haas.
Wetzel out, Mindhell to Wilkerson;
Downing out, MCCIellandl to 'lice!.
son; Tadlock pops out to Ba out.-
inning Seven.
McClain out, Tadlock to Haas;
Wilkerson out, Wetzel to Haas, Mo-
ran safe to first on Wetzel's error;
'Second game:
Vincennes- alp' tAllitLoa).s
14nd:ell, tor.  
McClain, rf.  
Wilkerson, th.  
Moran, If. 
Barbour, 3h. 
MleClelland, 2b.  
Donovan, cf. 
Mlatteson, c.  
Perdue, p.  6 o 2 0
60025
6 I I, 2 0 0
6 i 1 17 I Oj
6 o o 3 o0
6 1 2 3 3 0
5 1126
6 2a 4 o / LUTHERAN SOCIAL CLUB
0 St. _St- A
ENTERTAINED B
THE SOCIAL CLUB
Totals- 52 '6 7 45 19 3
Pad u cab 
.
Taylor, cf. 4 0
.- ab r bib poi a
Grob, se. ... 5 o
Ocoop.r, If. • 6
Quigley, 211).  6
Haas, ib.  4 o
Lloyd, rf.  5 o
Wletzel, ,34).  5 0
Deiwning, c. • •5 0

















4 45 19 2
4 5 6 7 8
000 o o o
Paducah 0000000t
ro 11 12 13 14-RE E
Vincennes 0000 05-6 7 3
Paducah V 00000 0-I 4 2
Earned ru ns-Vi nc e Erie s, ; two
base bits-McCielland, Donovan;
stolen bases-Donovan; sacrifice hits
-Matteson, Groh, Has, 2; double
plays-Mitchell to McClelland to
Wilkerson; Downing to Haas; bases
on ballsi--Perdtte, I; Tadlock, 1:
strode] out-by Perdue 6; by Tadlock
left on bases--Vincennes, 4; Paducah,
8; time of game :15; umpire-Wilk:
ersion.
Seetand Game.
".kritehell linu.olit to Groh; MCCia ii
hy 1-1?ted ball; Wilkerson
. grolindell oitt. VViet7e1 to Haag.
oil: to Matteson: Groh
r•wigef'.•- il' out. MeClelland to
son: Cooper flys out to
-rni;eve Ttvtt.
1- ;-' l'"r'-r Tito
to Taylor; McClelland, paps out I.) Vincennes
•Witt
Quigley singles; Ilaas bunts, ad-
,. varees Quigley to second; Lloyd out; '
Mie(74•11ansit to Wilkiersou Quigley out
stealing. borne: Wilkerson to ..Matte-
.
Inning Three. . 011112S,-0; Pa011Cadl , .4; It0.e 1)i
DOrrven 11 bistgles. to right for two 1:25; umpire-Wilkerson.•
Taylor walks; Groh bunted safe.
caught Taylor at second; .McClehland
to "Mitchell; Cooper forced Groh out
at second; Mite-bell to McClelland;
MyClelland to Wilkerson catches
Cooper at first.
Inning Eight.
McClelland flys out to Quigley;
Donovan hit to short, safe on Groh's
error; Matteson, fouls to Downing;
Downing casbehes Donovan at first
pulls a double..
Quigley hit safe to firvt, beat Mat-
tesonN throw to Wilkerson; Haas
sacrifices. Perdue to WSIkerson. ad-
vanced Quigley to second; Lloy.1
flys out to Donovan; Wetzel singled;
Quigley comrs home; Downing pop-
ice) out to Mitchell.
Inning Nine.
Perdue out to Qirgley: Mitchell
flys cot to Cooper; McClain popped
out to Quigley.
Tadlock safe to first on Donovan's
error; Taylor out to Wilkerson, ad-
vanced Taollock ti second; Groh out
on strikes; Cooper flys out to Dono-
van.
Inning Ten.
Wilkerson lined out to Groh; Mo-
ran flys oat to Taylor; Bortloter flys
opt to Qingley.
Quigley fans; Haas out, McClelland
to Wilkerson; Lloyd fly's ont to Mc-
Clain.
Inning Bleinsel
itirClellared out. G.r_o_1111 Wilkerson;
Donovan fates; Mistws7 &i Grrsh to
Haas.
Wetzel out Mitchell to NV▪ IFikersion;
Downing strikes out; Tadlotk fans.
Inning Twelve:
Perdue strices out; Mitchell net to
Cooper: Clain fans.
Taylor hit safe to Barhotir; Groh
out to Wilkereon, advanced Taylor
to second; Cooper out, iMtethell to
Wilkerson; Taylor goes to third;
Quigley out. Baebour to Williietison.
Inning Thirteen.
Wilirerson out, Wetzel to Haas;
Moran out, Wetzel to . Haas; Blr-
hour hit to Tadlock. safe to first:
MirClelland pops out to Quigley.
Ilwas out, Perdue to Wilkerssin;
Lloyd fan; Viletzel flys out to Dono-
van.
Inning Fourteen.
Donovan hit safe to Quigley and
steals second; Mlatteson flys out to
°wiper; Perdue strikes out; Mitchell
out, Quigley to Haas.
Drowning pops out to Barbotsr; Tad-
bet out, 'Mitchell to Wilkerson; Tay-
lor flys out to Moran.
Inning Fifteen.
McClain singles; Willeersion singles;
Moran out, Wetzel to Haas; Barboar
hits to center, let in two nips. took
semerd on Taylor's error; McClain
bingles to left for two sacks; Barbour
comes home; Donovan singles; Mat-
teson bunted, brinrght i'lts two runs;
Matteson out. Wetzel tO Haas.
Groh not tit perdue; Cooper singles:
Quigley fans; Haas flys: out to Moran.
First game:
Vincent» a') r 1111 lio e
'tlit; hell, •s  4 in 1 t 2 o
McClain, rf.  4 o 0 2 0 a
Wilkerson.   3 n 0 13 0 0
Moran; If.  4 o 0 o o
Barbour. 3h.  4 0 2 1 1 C
4 0 1 0 f
1)onovan,. cf.   3 o o 2 0 0
MattC4011. c.  4 0 0 5 0 0
Perdue, p.  400020
Totals-- ' 34
Paducah- ab
Taylor, cf.  4
Perry. ss  






sackw;. 1-..-.0ti out. Wetta to\ 11.v:
DOMyya .rr: .''A to th..rd; Perdue si9gos
to right; Perdue comes holm; Mitch--
et flys out to Quigley. -
Weisel flys out to Mnran: -
NYS out to Donovan. was a 1.
South, -c4. . . 4 ta
('ooncr. l.  0
21).  1 I
l b.  n
ri.  3 0
e t;:i 1, .11)  •3 1
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6 7 ft 0--RI: F.
Tadlock pitched one hit garni up in
the fourteenth then it was all no fiv.th
Mtn Perdue pitched 24 innings.
Pe-edite goons to be a wuun. al
tiltottigb the Red t;; t n to
Sr. S.
NOTES.
The fir:t gamic was a pitcher's bat-
tle. Bralhic showing Per dlue up in
great style. This is Perdues first
downfall for some time and the first
shutout he has received this season.
About 300 local fans gave Perdue
the hors.) laugh.
It was rumored around the Craig
}tome last night that Perdue remark-
ed to several people nhati he would
heat the Irxlianswitile.trise, and Bra'hie
would be out of the game before it
got half way tbrough
The grandsttand was full of rooters
and a fine game of ball was pulled oil.
At Cairo.
Cairo. Ill.. July 12.-Cairn and Dan-
ville broke even in a double hcadier
today in loosely played games. mark-
ed by heavy bitting on both sides:
RUE
Danville  814 3
Cairo  9i47
Batteries-Berney and Johnson;











Jackwoville, Ill., July 11. -1Ionorl;
wene even in the double header played
herie today:
Bin E
Jacksonville  14 163
Mat toots  3 8 3












Anybody who has had a good caLie
of seasickness must have felt that he
would welcome the electric chair as
a relief. Now an elctric chair for
seasickness has been tested in an
English channel steamer and an
ocean liner. Von sit in a snug arm-
chair. A motor under the seat is
connected with the ship's electric cur-
rent. You sit and take vibratory
treatment.. Up nett down, and cros•-
Wise 35n1 are shaken. Mk* T 5itters
need hut one tiro:trill/tent. 'Their ten-
dency to sensicloness is vibrated out
of them, Sorrac need a second sit-
ting. A 1:k- are stns.-4:k as soon as
tfbeir troatn- t ends. It is a pre-
• ii• you, not a ClIte. The
theory is that wasickness is essential-




MISS EDNA EADES ENTER-
TAINED WITH CHARMING
LAWN PARTY FOR MISS
ROSA RAINS.
Miss Elizabeth Boswell of Arcadia
Entertained at Euchre Yester
day Morning-Other
Events.
Last evening the Lutheran Social
club tendered a happy party to Mr.
.tigeob Petter and his bride at the
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Petter of Broad street. The large
party swooped down upon the new-
ly married pair, and a most enter-
taining evening ensued, different so-
c!al amusements benig indulged in,
whiles delicious luncheon was par-
taken of.
Those there were Rev. and Mrs. A.
C. llten, Mlr. and Mrs. 0. D.
Schmidtt, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
K:mileiter, Mr. and Mrs. Fritz, Mr.
cnd Mrs. H. Wilcox, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Wanner, Misses Carrie
Runge, Rosa Runge, Louise Rottger-
Mg, Dora Hummel, Sophia Backer,
Lillian Peters, St-ela Kettler, Elsie
Huewischer, Fritda Dunback, lda
Nivrnan, Marry Berger, Louise
Beyer, Louise Beyer, Lucy Stein-
hauer, Clara Phillips, Katie Stein-
hauer, Lillian Kettler, Miss Wilcox,
and Messrs. George Beyer, Win.
Rottgering, Gus Lagcay, William
Dunback, Fred Steinhauer, Gottleib
Rouff, Gus Wieman, Frank Pettet
and William Weirich.
Evening Social.
This evening the young people of
th Third Street Methodist church
will give an ice cream social at the
old city hospital grounds on South
Fifth and Husbands street. Dainties
of all kinds will be served, and the
entire public is cordially invited to
atttend.
Another Church Supper.
tql:ext Tuesday evening the
Wen's Home Mission society of
thhe Trimble street Nathodist
church will give an ice cream social
on the lawn of the church at Twelfth
and Trimble streets. Jackson's band
will furnish music for the occasion.
Beautiful Affrir.
A large bevy of young deop,e
higely enjoyed the charming lawn
party given by Miss Edna Eades az
her handsome home on Jefferson
near Ninth suet i, complimentary •o
Miss Rosa Rains of Birmingham.
Ala., who is the guest of Miss Ella
B. Wilhelm of North Fifth street,
and Misses Lucille and Beulah
Ptrryman of Knoxville, Tenn., who
:re visiting Miss Mary Bondurant of
North Sixth.
The spacious lawn bedecked with
its many Japanese lanterns presented
in attractive sight while the young
['ti pile enjoyed the many' excellent
social features prepared for them by
the eh:Nit-ling hostess. Dainty re-
freshments were •partaken f during
the gathering.
Morning Euchre.
At euchre, d number
?wire entertained yestt-rday n ,rain
1.2• Miss Elizabeth :Trosivell at the::-
NOT IN THE CI RCUS 'UST.
Paducah, Saturd..
Presenting uipler 'fen Acr,•s of
1500 RARE AND COSTLY
L/ouble Herd of Elephantn. Ponderucs,
ing a i'rograsii Cutniqas of
e-ndnous -Realistic -ProttaTtinzr-ItATTL.
Introducing Loo Indians, Cuiatto)
THE LEAVENSWORTH ZOUAVES.
pean Trip. America's Greatest MllitC
Butt's Manual of Amn
TWO COMPANIES 0
Late of the U. S. Army, in expert t
ELLSWORTH FEMALIn
SEE CAPT. WINSTON'S WONDERFL
THE LEICUZON SISTERS Wonde
FLYING BANVARDS, Sensation.
The Latest Foreign Novelty, Mr. James L
Grand Spectacular Double
McNutt Troupe-Pit:ial Cycle Whirl Rider,
Wondedrrfully Trained Menage llorse5
Female Riders 20. 390 daringGymni
ented Aerialists. The Pick of All-Arei
FORTY MERRY OL1
GRAND $300,000,00 ST
3 Miles of Gold Bedecked Wagons and Ch
fo Rare and Costly Wild Animals, and
newest novelty, a quarter of a mil,
lion of the Battleships.. of
The Grania Musical Ballet,. soo Men We
Chief White Thunder's Band of Indians. 5.
THE CELEBRATED BANDA ROSA, of
Antonia Oliveto, give one burs' sr
performance.







GRAFI) STAND 35 CENTS. BOX SEA"
SALE SMI TH 6
FOURTH & BROAD




ly anervous realatly and that vibra-i: country home in Arcadia. c,,Mr1.• • i ri
t inn !whiti. 4 the nerviittsrcs. Cer- . mentary to her visitor, Miss Louise J. Iiii. 11 r,
delightful gathering of several '' if fll' Iti
Ghrie of Lincoln. eb. It was a
have much to do with th; disorder. very 
N tainly imagination and 
expectation
Blessings on the new arm chair 'f it ho!?r, duration, during which ti;:::- a
can block quickl-coming sea,,iekste s. Lela hire% was served.
But many believe and iniiny dotrbt.-
Ever-ph-Illy% Magazinc.
. ----
4404.4 -r-r. -S-M1.111 ti I- ire
e•ettiirf hcr own. Lendon„Truth
Icarn,; that 1 Scot is to have tho op-
ll, mill have a salary of
$4.1'1-') a ycar, an allowance for rent.
•P ??.-ninea ($5 25) for each vis.t tes the
queen and OK right to a pr.va.e
pr,ctice.
Whitman is the most
succezsfirl of Texas women ranchers.










'The &Ince intenilid 1 s
hut evening, has 1> ii d
pond until next Thursday- ni,1:4.
Pa
Ju















Next to Kentucky Theatre en fl
nioney, and take your old wlit
LIMITED NUMBER OF Sa7.0Nr.
--•
• etnetn is •the el-tear-est ii•••
• th'.ng for hicycl.-




. A SPECIAL OFFEJr.r'
Bcoxis-\\,, ktvc j.e.;• L -
every one good, every oi?,
MUSIC-As usual rut- offer is •,-,Y111 .11
instruments. each
3oo late..t isse:-, mese will he 1..4 '•:,
only) at t5c, two for 
STATIONERY-An extra fi.- e rtmen
to soe, (-lc/1th finish?, at 
The fikst that comes wets the plums





Wesammenelneereetenta. ea • see-erf "'see
.E41115AS WHEAT BELT
'KEGION IN WHIM:I ABS MANY
HOES OP CI7LTURIN.
The Only Real Work of the Year Zs
During the Harvest Season—
Pane era Gee-esti., Are
rJ1.4<,:t\41t44.
There are horses on the wheat
ranches where culture reigas. Books,
• gictures, mimic, pianos and newspa-
pers keep the inhabitants in touch
with the best things of kite, says be
Kansas City Star. -The cinemas tell of
the wheat harvest is mostly imagin-
ary. The only real work of the year is
during the week of harvest. Turning
- the soil with a riding plow is not hard.
814 farm work goes. Plantiag the wheat
aith a drill is easy. Waiting for it
to grow is not such degrading labor.
Men who raise three crops of alfalfa
a year work harder all summer than
do the wheat harvesters. The harvest
• •Inands are softened, weakened products
ad enervating city life, and that is why
„,, seems hard 
season is A godsend to these men. The
-outlet to the country for a.season of
•gscreating toil soothes the nerves of a
fermenting element the city breeds
and harbors.
The farmers of the wheat belt, on
the whole, seem to be about the hap-
piest agriculturists to be found. The
tapid growth of the western counties
Into the gigantic wheat-producing sec-
tion that it now is has offered ample
eepportunity for all the fermers ct
managing ability to build up motler-
sate fortunes and acquire large tracts
• of land. These they have aaerna:
with splendid homes, °reheats an'
-shade trees, and 'have stocked
fine cattle and good breeds of all do-
mestic stock. The wheat belt is alai
"the greatest grass land on the
earth.: That Is, native grass grows
there in profusion, and It makes the
best grazing of any grass crop. All
these things have enabled the progres-
-sive farmers to surround themselves
with everything that goes to make
rural life delightful.
These wide-awake farmers are stu-
dents of everything teat comes into
their lives. At a glance they can tell
which of two steer' will gain a pouni
the quicker and on a given ration, and
this same faculty makes them judges
of human character as well. They
tenor/ what kind of men they (pa deaa
74ag with and treat them accordingly.
Many a man wha came to the harvest
Like a tramp, a man used to a cul-
tured home, but fallen from grace and
—down on his luck," has been singled
out by the farmer or his wife as one
St for better things. Such a man is
treated as one of the family. His
story is learned if he wishes to tell it
When the harvest is over he is given
steady work. The bond that throws
people together of an equal plane of
thought becomes established.
Cae.is of this kind can be related in
every household in the wheat belt.
r aid one farmer's wife—she traced her
ancestry to Ethan Allen and other
historic names of colonial days and
was herself a college graduate: "One
of the most interesting things of the
-harvest is studying the character of
the' men. Last year a young man
worked for us who, we readily saw,
was of goad .breeding and came from
a respectable home. His hand got
tore in the harvest and I dressed It
and doctored him the best I could. It
got worse, ana one day I asked him
what was the matter with it. He said:
The blood does not circulate in it.'
Then he roiled up his sleeve and
showed a scar that was frightful. He
bad teen in some scrape an had re-
ceived a bad cut, which had been
sewed up by a surgeon. His hand got
well and he worked for us nearly a
year. One time he was sick for sev-
eral weeks and I said to him: 'John,
why don't you write to your folks? I
know that you have a home and that
sour parents are worrying about you'
He took my advice and wrote two let-
ters. Awhile later he said to us: 'I'm
going to leave you. I will eat dinner
with my folks to-morrow in Golden.
Col.' Well dressed and feeling good
with $250 in his pocket, he bade us
good-by. We soon received a letter
Irom his mother, thanking us for what
we had done for her son."
'When the men who have acoumu•
lated much land in the wheat country
'die and divide their holdings, the land
will be in smaller tracts and so thick-
ly settled that the local market %via
auppiy ral the labor needed in the hat-
seat That will mark the end of the
•autamer migration.
Swimmers' Cramp.•
In drowning accidents where expert
tererimmere etellenly lose all control of
'tramps is beginning to be located upon
ingulfclent. it has been noticed
that persons having disease of the
middle ear, who have already shown
symptoms of vertigo, are especially ha
Isle to such. aciedents. and as the
sernIcircular (areas are the organs of
direction, it is suggested that even a
slight hemorrhage In this delicate
structure from a blow by the waves
would result in utter helplessness
Persons with ears not perfectly sound
are therefore warned against swim
sung in rough water.
Carried with You.
Joy is a prize unbought and b
freest, pureet in its flow when it comes
,atasought. No getting into heaven, as
ts place, will compass it. You must
earry it with you, else it is not there
You must have it in you, as the must.
of a well-ordered soul, the fire of a
holy purpose, the welling up out ol
the central depths of eternal springs
that hide the waters there.—Horare
oflusbnell.
NON-VOTERS ARE MANY.
"Idiota and Duelists" Axe Barred In
a—Other Old
1 revisions.
Every one cf the 45 Mates has a
different lawus to voting, and the pro- ,
visions of these election laws operate ,
to exclude frees the suffrage in one
state those wl o retain it in another.'
Thus, Florid/. exclude. "idiots and
duellists." the two classes hosing ap-
parently inclu..,:d as one.
New Haisps'aire asoludesi paupers,,
defining them sit *ewe who are re-
lieved from pa. leg taxes at their own
request. Rhode Island groups Paupers
and lanatios tier. Washington
excludes Indiar i. but not Chinamen:
Oregon excluder Chinamen, but not In-
dians. Maine includes "Indians and
paupers" in one category, and Michi-
gan includes in dif.us and duellists.
T62:211 has a veeeping provision. It
Includes "idiots, paupers; lunatic*.
United States soldiers, seamen and
marines" The purpose of thin provi-
sion is to pre x et soldiers at army
posts in Tsmae - voting Mere if
they hall fron -g states, and is
reminder ete e reconstruction
period, for Indiana and Ohio have the
same provision of law.
California excludes idiots, Chinese,
the insane, and those found guilty of
felony, making no distinction between
the four classes. Idaho excludes big-
amists and polygamists, but Utah laas
no such provision. South Dakota ex-
cludes those convicted of treason, and
North Dakota has a like provision,
though prosecutions for treason In
these two states are practically un-
known. Mississippi groups together
In the excluded class "portions who
not paid their taxes and big-
Inists."
Michigan excludes the "seconds" at
duels and Minnesota Indians "tacking
customs of civilization." Tennessee
raises no qualifications as to sanity
, and Wisconsin excludes those who bet
on elections In that state.
INNOVATION IN COSMETICS
Cream of Golden-Brown Used to
Lend the Appearance of
Sunburn.
"It ta a new Idea." said the per
turner. "I began it by way of a joke
It is selling like hot cakes."
He rubbed a little of the odd cream
on the back of his hand, and lo, his
white, soft hand was as brown as a
sailor's.
"We have become such an ont-ot
door people,- he said, "that a fine gold.
brown sunburn Is more highly prized
by us than the most delicate rose and
lily bloom.
"With this idea in mind, I expert-
mented till I found a harmless cream
that would give the effect perfectly of
a gold-brown sunburn, and that would
disappear gradually, in • week or two,
as real sunburn does.
'I put this cream on the market.
Trom the start It sold tremendously,
Men and women alike buy it And
Is bought not only by the clerk Sr
stenographer, who never gels out in
the stm. but often by the rich idler,
Whose life is altogether an epee-air
one, since the latter very frequently
suaburne is an ugly vea,r--aa inflamed,
scarlet skin, blisters, pesUag—and
preparation changes all that, giving
him the only sunburn that is worth
while, the gold-brown one.
"Where I sell one jar of skin bleach
I sell two of this gold-brawn sunburn
cream."
ASHAMED OF THEIR HABIT
Clay-Eaters of North Carolina Have
Acquired a Vicious
Taste.
"The clay-eaters are hardy, but pals
The clay is a deep yellow, with s
smooth, sweet taste, something like yelp
low jack molasses candy."
The ethenologist had just returned
from North Carolina, where he had beer
studying the famous colony of clay.
eaters.
"They are all of English descent," at
continued, "and they talk with s
marked EnsIlhh accent They are a
tie ashamed of their habit. They deny
It at first to strangers. But this shams
soon disappears.
"The clay is eaten raw, cut into count
cakes. Sometimes it is breaded, an
sersed with molasses or maple sirup
Sometimes, again, it hi mixed wilt
sweet potatoes in a pudding.
"I tried it. The taste was sickenlna
to me. I could no more have eaten th1
loathsome stuff than I could have eaten
• plug of chewing tobacco.
"The clay is found near the mineral
streams. They ate it first from hunger
dde to crop failures. But they eat It now
as the Chinese eat opium, because they
have formed a vicious  tutelar "
INJURED BY MEDICINES.
Unwarranted Attacks Upon Rem-
edies of the "Patent"
Variety.
It has been charged by one or two
eastern magazines that "patent" med-
icines are injuring those who use
them, and, as these statements are to
be used as arguments for the passage,
at the next legislative session, of laws
prohibiting the sale of these medicines,
the figures of a Chicago statistician
are of unusual interest and Impor-
tance.
That less than one-twentieth as
many persons are injured by the use
of all "patent" medicines, of which it
Las been possible to learn the trade
name, or the name of the manufac-
turer, as are injured by carbolic acid
alone, is one of the facts proaen. Car-
bolic acid is never mentioned in the
attaciks, probably for the reason that
It Is exclusively employed in medica-
tion by the regular "schools of med-
icine" and does not eater into competi-
tion with them, as do the "patent"
medicines.
The compilation covers 697 cases,
reP0K.InSlabl_tha_ _new
country during the period betweeu
June 25 and November 1. As the serv-
ices of numerous press clipping bu-
reaus were ehgaged to furnish clip-
pings of cases of poisoning, there is
reasonable assurance that every poi-
soning case that has occurred has en-
tered into the compilation.
None of the 697 cases is a case of
suicide, or attempted suicide, or a case
wherein a drug or poison was used
with criminal intent. The cases are
those of poisoning by the use or acci-
dental misuse of medicines, drugs or
poisons, and death and injury by mal-
practice. Of these cases 293 were
fatal; 192 being adults and 101 chil-
dren.
Of 40 cases of alleged malpractice,
Ii were fatal and 20 involved criminal
operations. Of six cases involving
"patent" medicines, the trade name of
which could be learned after diligent
Inquiry, five were fatal. Four were
cases where overdoses were taken; two
were cases where the medicines had
been carelessly left within the reach
of children who, childlike, ate or drank
the contents of the package. There is
not a recorded case where injury was
caused by use, according to directions,
of "patent" medicines, but there are
recorded cases where prescriptions
have been written or filled wrong.
In 212 of the 697 cases the wrong
medicine was taken, or poison was
taken in mistake for medicine. In 2118
cases bottles were left within the reach
of children, and in 96 cases overdoses
were taken by mistake.
Carbolic acid figures in 141 ot the
cases, or in one case in every five. It
was fatal in 62 cases. Of these fatal
eases 32 were adults and 20 children,
It was administered by mistake of
nurses three times.
Morphine ranked second with 64
cases, 46 of which were fatal; 38 adults
and eight children. It was taken by
mistake six times, and left within tus
reach of children 20 times. Overtioses
were taken 40 times, 23 of the persons
Included in the 40 being habitues. It
was administered, direct, by a physi•
clan once; was administered to a
child by an older child once, and ad-
inintstered by a medical student three
times.
Laudanum ranks third with 43 cases:
16 fatal; 12 adults and into, children.
It was taken by nintake 11 times, left
where children could get it ten times,
and overdoses were ten 17 times.
Strychnine ranks fourth with 24
cases; 15 fatal, five to admits and ten
to children. It was taken by mistake
seven =ea; left in reach of children
to times and administered by mistake
of parent once
Ammonia ranks fifth with 14 case's,
none fatal. It was taken by mistake
for medicine ten times and left within
the reach of children four times.
Three deaths were caused by the use
of bay ram as a beverage. Nine deaths
were ceased by the use of Florida wa-
ter as a beverage.
Lye • as taken by mistake for med
icier filo times. and was taken by cnit
drea eight times, being responsible eh
three deaths. There were 34 cases of
ptomaine poisoning, resulting in nine
deaths.
Practically every known poison en
ters Int.° the 697 cases, and the figures
shOw tonclusirely that "patent" me,1
ieines, while they are vastly ahead it,
rhr. ntraber of times used in the aver
age ho isehold, are far behind when it
comes to poisoning, or injuring those
who vie, or accidentally misuse, them.
—Excl'ange.
Earthquakes in China.
Very curious were some of the ex-
plana'.1ors gives by Chinese of the re
cent earthquakes which have Leen
felt at liongkong, Canton and Macao.
-tells about
theta: "Ihe famous dragon wheat
pritalege It has been to give an occa-
sional shock to the earth's crust is not
held responsible for the recent scare
In Macao and elsewhere. Some Chi-
nese attribute the last shocks to the
water-dragon of Canton, whom anger
has been raised by the reclamation
works. Coolies are dumping daily
boatloads of sand and stone on the
poor dragnn's bark, and the beast nat-
urally feels hurt."
For Charity"
He—Was your charity entertainment
successful?
She—Splendid. We had a royal timo,
ail our pictures in the pap( s, and
everybody sad we did just lovely. Wel
took in $2,000, too.
"Then I suppose you cleared quite a
nice sum for the hospital."
t exactly. You see, the ex-
penses were very heavy and after the
costumes and the carriage hire, and
the flowers and the bancuet to the per-
formers were all paid for, it left only
about $60 for the hospital. But every-
body said it was a big success."—Bal,
timore American.
Between the Eyes.
"It will be soon enough, Miss Gwins-
plc if I return this book the next Unse
I call, won't it?"
"Why. certainly, Mr. Ireathertop,
There's no hurry about it. Aiiy time





Shad bolt—I had such a funny dream
last night.
Din guss—What was it?
"I dreamed that I asked you for the
money you owed me, and you paid it"—
Chicago Tribune.
Toe Badly Crippled.
Manager—How's the new fullback
corglng along?






Net an Maine* Spades.
1 see that scientists have unsullied
the skeleton of a prehistoric hog tee
feet high in Oregon."
"That's pretty high; I paw • living
one six feet high when I was &wile on my
vacation."
"You're joking."
"No, I'm net; he occupied two seats in
a crowded coach I was on."—Houstot
Poet.
Why He Walks.
Bacon—Don't you remember whin
he had his coach and horses?
Egbert—Why, certainly I do.
"Well, he has to get out and waLt
Maw."
"You don't mean to say be's lest all
his money."
"No; but he's bought an autonas
bile."—Yonkers Statesman.
Rare Prize.
"Is he not a cute little boy baby? He
was raised in an incubator."
"Yes; and when he grows up all tht
gbis wlfl be fighting to become his
wife."
"Why so?"
"Because he can never brag about the
_pienthat inathez-made.:--Clahalifealarf-
News.
Charity in Real Life.
"Now," said the kind woman, "I
have procured some nice stockings foi
your two daughters. V. on't they be glad
to get them?"
"Well, I don't know, mum," replied
the poor lady. "Slag an' Lis is puny
perticuiar. Is they openwork stock
togs, ruum?"—Chicago Sue.
Art Note.
Mrs. Syllie—My busaard takes
deep interest in art.
Mrs. Oldar—You surprise me.
Mrs. Syllie--Well, is was a surprts,
to me. But I heard him telling Jack
Rownder last night that it was a goal
thing to study your head before yoa
draw.—Cleveland Leader.
Hight, But Left
Miss Bute—Oh, yes, I feel pretty sure
of him. I rejected him when he first
proposed because I was positive be
would try again.
Miss Koy—You were righ,t; he did
try again and I accepted him last
night—Philadelphia Prem.
Not "theSams.
"You seem always to be hard up since
you are married?"
"Yes; that's so."
"But you have the same income you
used to have, haven't you?"
"Yes, but not the same outgo."—Hous-
ton Daily Post
A Newport Tragedy.
"Terrible about Gladys Astorbfit'S
marriage."
"What did she do? Marry her coach-
man?"
"Something nearly as bad—married
a man right in her own set."—Chloago
Sorrows of Science.
They ten WM ger11111 are everywhere
In earth and water sad the air.
I'm lilted with a dismay complete.
Afraid to drink or breathe or eat.
—Washington Star.
AD PERPRTUAX SEC KINOILIAN
He—But I thought you'd forgiven me
for that and promised to forget it?
She—Yes. But I didn't promise to let
you forget I'd forgiven it!
Inferior at Best.
'The self mads man is on the wane''
He is, and no mistake
But then, he never was so good
As "mother used to make."
—Puck.
Killed.
"Doesn't Stubbs write poetry iLny
more? I haven't seen any of his work
for a long time."
"No; his muse is dead."
"You don't say! What's the trouble r
"Married."—Milwaukee Sentinel.
Where the Koney Comes Prom.
"It takes a lot of patience to run an
automobile, does it not?" asked the
man. 
"Yes, tots of patients," replied the
doctor: "and I've got 'em."—Yonkers
Statesman.
Couldn't Say.
"Are you in favor of forest pre-
serves" inquired Mr. 01111e.
"Well, I don't know," replied Mr.
Spinks. "I don't remember ever tw-
ins eaten none."—Chicago Sun.
Correct
"Pa, what is a bank examiner?"
examiner T Oh, he's the
goes around and examines
after the cashier has loottd
cago Sun.
A Difference.
Og htlyer—What are your rates
per lumn?
tor of Swell Society—tor Inner
doh or suppression?—Life.
A Clean Sport
Greene—He goes In for clean sport




$6.00 FOR $1.000 FOR 5 YEARS
Abram L Well & Co.,
_
Campbell Buildicg. Both Phones 369
Our Handsome Spring Fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
OmmoliMINSOINIONNIMINI
AND IN OUR LINE YOU W
STYLES FOR SMART TAI
FORD. THE PATH OF T
EASY AND ECONOMICAL
CLOTHES WE STAND F
TURN OUT.
ILL FIND THE CHOICEST
LORING THE MARKETS AF-
HE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
IF HE COMES HERE FOR NIS
OR EVERY GARMENT WE
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30th. :god.
SOUTH BOUND No. tot
Leave Cincinnati  ▪ 8:2o a.m.
Leave Louisville  12;o1 p.m.
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Mine Branch  2:31 p.m.





Leave Pe'nceton  4:55 DAIL
Arrive Paducab  6:to p.m.
Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m.
Arrive Fulton  7:20 p
Arrive Ghbs, Tenn.  8:06 p
Arrive Rives  8:13 p.m,
Arrive Jackson 
Active Memphis ' 1 •to p.m
Arrive New Orleans  10:35 a.m.
408 Pm.
11:50 pan.
No. 103 No. 121
6:oo p.m.
9:40 p.m. 7:30 ILA/1.•
6:3o pm.







7:00 p m. 8:o5 am.
9-45 p.m. :20 11.111.
2:27 am, 2.35 p.m.
3:40 a.m. 4:15 Palls-




7:15 1.171,   •
8:ao is
p.m.
 .  .
NORTH BOUND
Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 
Leave Jackson, Tenn. 
Leave Rives 
Leave Felton  
Arrive Paducah
Leave Paducah  1125
Arrive Princeton  Is:39
Arr.ve Hopkiroirs i!e  6:15
Arrive Nashville    9:25
Arrive Evansville  3:45
Arrive Nortonville  :A
Arrive Central City  2:05
Arrive Horse Branch  1.06





























13:35 a.mn. 6:oo a.m.
1:43 a.m. 740 ALM
l:48 a.m. 7:50 11.1111.





4:30 a.m, xito ant..
318 a.ne 1253 p.m.
lam- .415
7'50 a.m. 4'55 PAIL'
VS:00 110011 
IT. LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. 374
Leave Paducah  12:40 p.m. 4:30 p.a.
Arrive Carbondale  4 25 P.m. 840 P0s•
Arrive Chicago  6:30 a.m. 6:30 a.m.
Arrive St. Louis  8:30 p.m. 7;ao a.m. 000000
SOUTH BOUND No. 305 No. 375
Leave St. Louis  7:45 am, 9:40 p.m.
Leave Chicago  2:50 a.m. 6:20 p.m.
Leave Cabondale  11 :40 a.m. 7:03 a.m
Arrive Paducah  3:35 p.m. I1:00 a.m
 •
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LUZ.
NOR7.* BOUND 101-801 135-835
Leave Nashville  8:10 ans.
Leave Hopkinsville  11:20 a.rn. 6:40 a.m
Leave Princeton  2:35 1).111 7:45 *Alt
Arrive Paducah  4:15 P.m 9:25 a.m.
Leave Paducah  6:15 corn. 9:30 a.m.
Arrive Cairo  7:45 1-m 11:10 a.m.
Arrive St. I-ouit 1 • • IV. TV-1,V Asa • •





• • • •••••• • • .4
• • • • • • • • • • —
SOUTH BOUND 122422 136-836
I.eave Chicago  6:ets p.m. 9:40 a.m.
Leave StLonis   940 p.m. I :50 p.m.  a
Leave Cairo  6:eo a.m 5:55 P.m. a
7::45 cm 7:40 p.m. 
LeavePaducah  7:5o ILM 3:To p.m  a
Arrive Princeton 
Arrive HopkinsvIlle 
i..,  9:29 a.m .4:45 p.m.
6:to p.m.  .
Arrive Nashville  9:05 pm. • .. ••
Trains marked (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains ran
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between Cinekaisti.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot ana /02 steepen between Load.-
vine, Memphis and New Orleans. Thins Rom and 822 steepen between
Paducah and 9t. Louis. Train Ben connects at East Cairo with Chicago
Sleeper. For further information, address, 
4
J. C. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky,
R. Id. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
B. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Le sisville, Ky.
7OHN A. 9COTT, 'A. G. P. A., Memphis, TAIL
S G. trAiwit C. P. A., OWN"
W. H. BRILL, D. P. 74.. 1111. 113.0.





MOURNING IN JAPAN. CHINA GETS NO RAILROADS
II Done in Private and Not Paraded
Before the Eyes of the
Public.
In Japsn pee: 'e who have suffered
a bereavemint not only do not put on
mourning, but after the blow has
fallen they inche their next appear 
ance with a smile upon their faces,
as if nothing bad happened. Accord-
'nit to Lafcadio Hearn, this is not
In the smallest sense an evidence of
indifference. The Jaeanese, he de-
glares, suffer as keenly from a be-
reavement as any other people. The
purpose of the practice is wholly to
spare the feelinge of other people.
To betray feelings of sorrow is to af-
flict those about us. The mien or
garb of grief afflicts, therefore it is
Impossible for a courteous person to
wear it. So reason the Japanese. In
order that no thought of pain shall
pass from the sufferer to his neighbor,
the sufferer wears the aspect ed cote
teleteattal..._ t en thouglihis_heart-__Iit-
breaking.
enni practice le, quite. the to.
Irene. It consicieri the itifferer, not
kb friends. In order that not only
inay all know that he is in sorrow,
but that some drop of that sorrow
natty pass from him to those about him,
the bereaved person wears black. The
direct purpose of wearing mourning
Is not, we may be assured, to make
an ostentation of grief, as some op
penents of the practice have thought
Sessly assumed. It is rather to Spare
the bereaved from the chance* re
marks of those who are Ignorant of
his affliction. It I. worn that they
may know, and avoid questions or
blundering observations that may
wound him. But even in this worthier
ante we believe, truer view of the
purpose of Mourning emblems, the
person whose comfort is coesittemil So
the sufferer. The mane are dined
upon to share in his we to some en-
tent. The emblem is the token of their
compassion, not the embezzlement if
his grief.
THE PANAMA SITUATION.
Freedom from Ordinary Limitations
of the American Gov-
, *Foment.
For the third, and. let us eoPs, tor tie
bast time, a study of the Panama altos,
tion has begun. The coaditions con.
fronting the United States government
differ radically, however, from than
which confronted the French companies,
or that would confront say private com-
pany that can be organised. For the
outlay made by the American govern-
ment actual property or atoll equivalent
In work has been obtained, and no un-
aseesesary capital of wasted money
waling down the enterprise. By the ces-
sion to the American government by the
new Republic of Panama of a strip of
territory ten miles wide from ocean to
(wean, in perpetuity. ail question of •
concession life is permanently removed;
and, finally. Inasmuca as the Amtrica.n
gevernment will not have to consider a
canal from the point of view of returning
• large profit on an investment, and as
It can obtain the necessary funds at an
interest charge certainly one-half of
what would have to be paid by • private
organization. it is obvious that plans can
be considered that will Involve a muck
larger capital Investment, and that will
require more time for completion. Is
abort, the American government is free
from ordinary limitations. Therefore
the question before the eoverament and
Its advisers is: What is the best type




Taleeman Shows Very Clearly His
Lack of Feeling Against
Indiana.
In a northern California town a sup
posed murder has been committed, re
iates Lippincott's Magatine.
The halebreed wife of an Indian
had died, as the husband said, from
natural causes, and Was buried with-
out the usual formalities being first
complied with. After a, lapse of two
week.; the body was disinterred by the
ant/ion:len at the imitance of a par-
ticular enemy of the &Ousel. and
marks cf violence, as the informer
stated, were found upon the de-
The prosecuting attorney was exam-
ining the talesman to ascertain if any
of thent were prejudiced agailitst
▪ L
Talesman Taylor was upon the stand
undergoing a rather stiff cross-exam-
ination.
"Did an Indian do you or your rim-
y any mer asked the
prosecutor.
"No," replied Taylor.
"Did yen or any of your family ever
have dealings or trouble with an In-
diem?"
"No," replied Taylor, "exeept that
ray wife's mother was killed by an
Indian."
Good Advice.
Magistrate-So you want to get a
separation from your wire! Sebare
the matter with her?
Applicant-She behaves most heittal-
ly toward me. She treats me like a
dog and works me like a horse.
"I'm afraid. MY good man. I can do
nothing for you. You'd better go to
the Societe, for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals."-lagend
Not Pretty Men.
"Hateful thins, she lel" exclaimed
KIM Pretty. angrily. "I'm glad I'm
not as mean aie she Is. I'm.. tem*
above her as-"
"Tuti tut!" interrupted her fiance,
"remember that resebud mouth of
men cesees to be a rosebud when it
pegics to biowe - Sed:auveihia Ledger.
Not Benefited in That 1,e5pe0t ty
the Japan-Russflit
War.
After the war is over Chia  findsa;
herself in status quo as f eas ran-
roads go. The war is credi ed with
little influence in producing the prac-
tical deadlock in railway construotion
now obtaining in the celestial empire.
An adequate railroad system would be
a woeder workee so great are its pos-
sibilities, but while the Chinese ap-
preciate the need of some railroading
to supplement the work of their can-
als and coolies, they have no realiza-
tion of the development of a country
by railroads. The amount of goods
transported by coolies and in northern
China by carts is almost beyond be-
Lalueir. o_In _timpherTinicet riAtor_lil_of thigiorreater por-
tion of the country coolies and canals
carry all the freight. What this means
can be understood fairly when it is
known that there Is practically no
populous and richest parts of an em-
pire of 400,000,000 people or more.
Most of the roads are scarcely worthy
the name. In the northern provinces
the traffic in carts of a rough Bert
dominates the entire movement of
goods to the seaboard. When water-
ways are frozen a great part of the
year this is of necessity the case. It
is in such regions that the first hold
of the railroads has come. When the
empire is served at all it is served t_
waterways. Along the Chinese coast
there is • series of navigable rivers
coming down from the Interior, a
series which has few equals the world
over. From the Yalu and Pet-Ho at
the north to West river, passing
through Canton in the south, these
rivers seem to Le formed to reticle/in-
land from the. cosies connecting no
oniy the coast cafes with the interior
&tee but the interior cities with each
other by way of the cpasts as well.
About midway between the north and
south the great Yangtse reaches far
into the interior, navigatil, almost to
the weatern border of the enspire, and
by its tributaries offering still further
connections with interior points
These streams are supplemented by
canals, large and small, until the whole
/Anita' and Yellow raver plains are •
vast network of waterways designed
originally largely for irrigation and
now used abo for transportation.
IN THE LEAVES OF PLANTS
Beauty and Fragrance of Infinite Va-
riety in the "Triad
Forma.
The wonderful variety in the shape
of leaves is among the (Met souroes
of beauty In the world uf plants, say,
the London Spectator. They vary
from the "simple" egg-shaped bet of
the laurel or the India rubber plant
to the intricate and exquisite "out- I
ting" seen in those of the maiden-hair
fern, the yellow briar-rose, the scan
thus, or the fig. The "cutting" In the
different species of parsley hi among
the most elaborate of all; but it would
be elf:fruit Indeed to attempt to say
witicb is the most beautiful In form
The wild geraniums are as elaborated
as :he parsley. In some fereign
plante the leaf has the brilliant hue
commonly enjoyed only by flowers, the
poinetalas showing this in perfection
with their pure vermilion leaves at the
top of the stem. In what are knoern
to gerleners as "follav p:aats," men-
my from the tropical and subtropical
regions, a scheme of color Is given sai
rule, hy the contrast in tint of he
ribs sod veins of the lenvee with le
tissues filling In the network so toenail
Milky white, bright yellow, crime-in
or red usually marks the framework' of
the leaf, while the "filling" is tart
green. In other plants this scheme of
ornament Is reversed.
Scents and perfurrns. not less deli
ewes than those distilled heave Seer
ere and blossoms, am o often given out
ty•leaves. There are those who pro
fess VI detect a pure end knore,den
rate odor in these leaf-scents than in
the perfume of flowers; and thougt
this Is a matter of i:eraonal taste anti
sensation, there is seals reason to,
agree with 'hie eetinerrent ef the
sense of smell. The odor of the lemot
plant, or of the !newels of musk, and.
above all, the perfume of the sweet.
briar leaves, 1.-c among the mot
"clean" and refreshing in all the cate-
gory of sweet scenta.
COLORADO DEPUTY'S SHOT
Sheriff's Aid Who Could Do Wondar-
ful Things with His
Revolver.
JEWS IN ENGUSH SOCIETY NEW YORK WOMAN" SHOES
The Inrcellernt Welcome and Stand- Philadelphia Critic Bays Their Ap-ing Which They
Ions at Court
While Deputy Sheriff William In England and in London, where soRon-
many different social wheels fit withinaldson was in the once "bad" town of
wheels, there still exist some very closeCoffeyville, Kan., he got some of the
Dalton spirit in his veins and listened and carefully preserved circles. These
are, for the most part, composed of theto the stories of how four of the ti. 
of very old and very proudtans met death at ette hands of one
English nobility and gentry, and thisman stationed in a sited 5,nd ,shooting
through a knothol.e rdbettgelhe Denver ccterie of families is as haughtily it.
Times.They tee 117tosaidson C served and as exclusive as the carefully
stories of rat see Da. I hedged about aristocracy of Austria orCieleteeldlea
tons were and /OW! ipteced oft old France, says Lady Broome, in
every man ttutt ar k.*to she streets Aldelee'ei
with a gun. c s Regarded, however, as a whole, I do
When the Denier deputy; was on the 
tesi
, not think I can truthfully say that Lon-
don society is quite so dielcult to enter
or so chary of new blood and newcom-
ers as is the accredited and empowered
and established smart set which rules
and regulates, in, let us say, New York.
In the first place London society is
much too big and made up.of too mane
train some stranger entered into a con-
versation about what crack shooters
there were in Kansas about the time
the Dalton. blew into Coffeyville and
secured several thousand dollars from
a bank.
Ronaldson said: "Yes, there were
_ieekage. in si rkiimpn  fhrms,  ehereee_ea_nellegrent Flinn on is in older painstaking-
easy to hit a man with a Winchester i IY to examine into and consider the an-
In Colorado we use a Colt almost ex- • tecedents and qualifications of every
elusively. Of course, we have no crack
marksmen, but I believe I might pick
off a prairie dog their) while the train
Is moving."
The stranger flashed a five-spot in
Deputy Ronaldson's face and it was
covered. Ronaldson snapped out hit
38-caliber Colt and without much do
liberation, and while the train was is
rapid motion, sent one Kansas pral
rim dog to the eternal sleep.
Deputy Sheriff William Ronaldson
of Denver, was five dollars to the good
and friends on the sheriff's force say
they would rake a hundred simile,'
bets that Ronaldson could do the SLIM
nine times out of ten.
Couldn't Find It
The neighbors having dropped in in-
formally upon the Suthromeduring the
evening, Mrs Suthron suggests that if
her husband will gather some mint front
Weill
for ebem a genuine Kentucky julep. Mr.
Etnthron, who has indulged in a matter
of seven or eight genuine Kentucky
Juleps prior to the arrival of the guests,
goes willingly in search of the desired
garnishment for the drink. He re-
mains in the garden quite awhile, and
finally the others go out to ascertain
what causes the delay.
"Why don't you bring the mint In,
deer?" his wife calls.
From somewhere in the darkness living persons. When one dies another
comes the testy response: is let into the mystery. In this way
"Jane, I've eaten my way twice it has been preserved ever nince it was
t-eert! th.-
TALE OF A TAILLESS CAT,
Pawl Had the Instinct of Caudal
Preservation Without the
Appendage.
"It is well known that Mane Mtn
have no tells," says a writer in the
Scientific American, "only slight
stumps, and that the offspring of such
La other parts of ,the world, in the
drat generation at least, are in the
same abnormal condition. While liv-
ing in Scotland 30 years ago we bad a
Manx kitten given to us, which, al-
though born there, was tailless. The
door of our breakfast room was sprit'.
shutting, like most of the screen doors
In this country, but opening only to-
ward the inside. Before the kitten was
fuligrown he had learned to let him-
self in by pushing from the outside,
but never learned, although we often
tried to teach him, to pull it open from
the inside.
"It was not, however, the opening
of the door from the outside to which
wish to call attention-any oat could
have easily learned to do that; but the
fact that invariably, after he had so
pushed it and got his body partially
in, he made • rapid turn or whirl to
prevent the tail that was not there
(but heredity impressed on him the
fact that it ought to have been) from
being caught between the closing door
and its frame.
"This be did dozens of times every
day so long as we bad him, and was
always willing to show off before our
neighbors, as he never seemed to rec-
ognise the fact that he bad not a tali
like ithe neighbors."
CORAL-REEF FINANCE.




"In the Erin place," it should be re-
membered that the Rotbschild Unties
Is not industrial," says Vance Thon4-
Oot.who Writes of 'Tile Rothsobilds of
Ihiance," in Eeerybody's. "It has ab-
sorbed many industries and many rail-
'ways-like the ligne du Nord-but al-
ways by political and financial coups.
And it Is the least frenzied of flnance.
By reason of its slow, cold, patient ac-
cumulation one might call it (since
phrases are the mode) coral-reef
finance, so solidly has it been built. up In
the dusk and silence pf the undersexed
ot politics.
"And the fortune of the French house
to-day exceeds ten milliards. That
means 12,000.000,000. Ifnagination bog-
tit.. at 80 huge a sum-it seems
ti'..-rely an. endless caravan of ciphers.
tins 10.000,000,000 of French money.,
They own or control all the precious
metals, the prime materials,
credit, the Bank of Frarne. all the
means of transport. both railways and
waterways-so far es the c:::.3.1 systtm,
goes--next to the city, which own* all
public buildings, they are tbe greateat
pearanee Indicates Care-
lemeneas.
Said a Philadelphia woman the oth
Ur day:
"There is one peculiarity about worn.
OD in New York which must strike any
stranger coming to the city.
"At hew, and in most other 'places
I have visited, a woman feels almost
well dressed if only tier gloves and
shoes are new and really smart look-
'ng. In New York that evidently is
not the eerie, at least so far as the
foot a ear is Co neer tied.
"Have yol noticed I:? Even very
;”ell tirea.scd women ovr here wt ar
poor shoos. When they are not, shabby
and broken they are of poor last and
eneap leather.
"And the fact Is the mote remarkable
because I have never seen men more
extravagant in their footaear, than
tnose of New York. The 'netti tient
.ea ale tu an erevated ward or street
ear observe the row offset moan,.
The men will afmoht without elemegitionman and woman who knocks for admia- r,e well shod, and there Will beeon to its agreeable circle. It welcomes, glimpses of the most beautiful thIngswith hearty greeting, all amusing, In silk and embroidered socks appearcheerful, interesting individuals, who ing above their shoe tops; while theconduct themselves decorously, and a stylishly clad feminine foot will begreat part of its pleasantness lies in the conspicuous by its absence.fact that it includes artists, authors, ac- "I don't know wbethcr it is that thetors, statesmen, dusky-skinned oriental New York woman conselere a Ilvesdol-princes, as well as the fairest and gay- ". tar sive an unheard of extravaganceeat of American beauties, in its drawing- or whether she Is a poor judge of foot-room gatherings. wear. But whatever it is, I prefer theNothing, I think, I. more dirt:active es fashioned Pteledelphia opinionof what we might call the open door 'bat a lady Is known by her bands anti
of good fashionable London society, as feet more than by anything mac."
contrasted with that of America, than
the excellent welcome and standing
which the well bred and well born Jews
find not only in the salons of private in-
dividuals, but at court as well.
No descendants of the fellow voy-
agers of the Conqueror hold better so-
cial positions than do the Rothschild
family, for example, the Sassoons, or
be Bischoffesheims. I do not think we
can just find their equals among the so-
cial figures in any American cities, and
Lady Jessel and others of the ve-y pus-
e:t Hebrew blood carry their titles by
Inheritance from distinguished an
honored ancestors or by marriage hitt
high Christian and English families
How much the Jewish element tu Lon
don society makes for charm and re
riety is easily demonstrated by the su-
perb entertainments Which the heads of
the Rothschild, and Bischoffesheim
families give throughout the season in
Isolation and at their comers end
by the dignity, grace, aplomp and
beauty of many of the leading Jewish
hostesses; and in this and in the ready
friendliness with which we are apt to
meet the stranger within our social
gates we have had a leader and an ex.
ample in our crowned head, not only of
the kingdom, but of our social world
as well.
GREAT GERMAN RESORT.
Natural Beauty and Charming Cli-
mate of the Famous Ba-
den-Eaden.
Baden-Baden, world-famed for its
curative waters, is exquisitely fair in
Its natural beauties, and in the loving
tertistic rare given it by man througb
a long stretch of years. It offers some
thing to everyone-superlative natural
beauty to the lover of scenery, bits of
quiet woodland, and ruins rich in saga
!or the stnlent of the past, a charming
climate and, while shorn of its former
glamour of wickedness in gaming life
Its handsome gardens. fine hotels and
gorgeously palatial casino hold quite
enough to entice the lover of pleasure
and frivolity for a stay of several weeks,
writes Grace Isabel Colbron, in Four-
Track News.
The gay life that once flowed up and
clown the Lichtenthaler Alley, with its
broad roadway and splendid prom
eaade, and circulated in and abet the
terrace and great balls of the casino
when the gaming tables attracted the,
devotees of pleasure from all the cap-
itals of Europe, still graces Baden-
Baden during the three weeks of the
summer racing season Many crowned
beads of greater and less degree can
be seen there at that time, King Ed.
ward of England, when prince of Wales,
was a faithful visitor. Although the
gaming tables have been suppressed, an
evening in the Baden Baden casino still
bears a stamp of mundane brilliancy
which does no injustice to the traditions
of the past.
Tyrant Orchid.
"A ver!table slave driver among
Flora's children is a certain little orchid
callcd nodding ladies' tresses." re-
round the Arc de Triomphe. the Chamec-
Elysees, the Bois de Boulogne. the Pare
Monceau, and, notebly, the Gar° du
Nord, entire streets belong to the
Rothschilds: their chateaux dot the
provinces; in land alore they possess
400,000 acres."
retetniue)
Here is a little golf story from the
time of King !smelt I. Prince Henry
was aeout to drive off, from the tee
and *eked his tutor to stand out of the
way. The tutor did not hear, and an
attendant called out- 'Beware that
yon hit net Magee' Newton." Prince
riciirry LIrew 155014 him tames but on-.
• 'r- "Vail I Cone so I
ieel bat esee ree
Making India Paper. ,
The process by which India paper Is
Made is a secret knOwn to but three
invented by an officer in e English
army. Other thin papers s made,
but India paper is pecull n that
print on one side does t, show
through on the other.
Science to the Fore.
We find Intellect .working
much in literature as in the do n
science, which has brought fort
tag. the last few years 'many et
and wonderful discoveries. If we
not bad the poems of a Keats o
Shelley, we have had wireless
graph, radhot X-rays anti a numbe
kintire I tikroveries.-London A
env.
teed a budding botanist, "Whee thn
busy bee knocks at her door and asks
for breakfast Mrs. N. L. T— tells him
ro to the basercent don:. Passing
down the raceme of tolOs.iioMe. the bee
at length cm sues to the lowest tt.r1 oldest
flower. There she termite her tongue in
through the furrowed rostel and re-
leases a miniature cargo of nectar. Hav-
ing taken to heart the lesson that 'beg-
gars must not be choosers.' she goes at
care to the basement door of the next
member of this family and rays for an-
other sip or nectar by fertilizing this
fit, xer with the pollen brought from the
other. And so she goes systematically
ir uecunsclousl,y benefiting this family of
orchid, which would disappear from the
flee of the earth were it not for the feasts
it spreads for the industrious bee. Its
moral seems to bee: 'If you can't &Aydin'




16 Loud Report. 
Iirta-eft was her first betel and the fIlli . Mending Matters.:fthriernsliar27::;:trialell ss4edn.d if fil 'be, keep
e. the kii:.; a secret?
,,I z:oti:1 say not! 
sipe
optp5. tha I 'Haven't yo;, oofteanji wotTle,red why
so many tirol; n do-.. a yr:lowers ey...7 !
wiei•rey Sif ... .41.1 e're:::1 L-.7 the timacit • "Why. n . , ".1., r'
:e : ' to get mart' .1 :17n.in7"




Plana Dan!, That Xatticl Reesonscefui
Wife One Hundred
Senetor lease in a humorous seeech
was Praising womea at a dinner 1:...rty
"And • her business ability!" be ex
claimed. "Cale the other day • in.
young- wife re a total:: Of inlet
Mild excitedly LO her .fiLseeed uSa un
return home: •
" 'John, I have made moles money
than you to-day.'
" 'Hielhmuch have you male?' to
asked.A
hundred dollars,' shd eat,:
proudly.
" 'Good, gcod!' cried the )oilw
man. 'And Low del oil make It?'
" 'Well,' sali toe )oung lady, 'yre
know my old piano that ;on only laid
$300 for? I sold it to-day for $10':.'
" 'Gracions, and what are ycu coin;
to do with all the money?' he asked.
—Oh, there isn't any money,' she
said.
. " 'You see. I sold the piano to a deal.
sr.' she explained. 'He gives me a nee
one for $.A.e0 and allows me $400 foe
the old one. FIDA f C I dune lea li? ti
you'd stay home and let rue .tin your
businees for you, you'd grow rich.
Think, ;100 a clay! That is over $300,-
000 a sear:
MARYLAND'S OLD VOLCANOS
Three Peaks in Western Mountains
Found to Be Metal-Bearing
Volcanic Rock.
 ,WILA 0.41Mo
E. H. etr.vi EAR,.
Attu rney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and ate. 1tjikhi








Will practice it et% -e.tri
Vicki
IMI=MilM111.11114e!M2••••• •








Prof. Philip R. Uhler returns to the
lefty with the report of a dis, cy
which he made in the western Mary-
land mountains. Three peaks, the prin-
cipal one named Buzzard's Knob,
trown a plateau about six miles from
the city, reports the Baltimore Ameri-
can. It was for Prof. Uhler to discover
that the three prominences ale in fact
eolcanoes, and that they are the very,
oldest type of volcanic rock that la
totted in the UniteneStatee.
These peaks are of a different form
Kern volcanoes likftesuvius. In the
latter form of volcano molten lava and
stones are fereed up by superheated
steam, leaving a deep hole, but in!
these craters in western Maryland the
whole mountain was originally in a
molten oondition and the top crust wa.
forced upward in a dome-shaped form
and such lava as did not escape 'sac
forced out in vents at various places.
The volcanic rock of the region Is met
11-bearing. and specimens of gray
rre•rn and geld copper were found by
Dr. Uhler. The domes sof the craters




Derivaticn of Some of the leseele
Names Familiar in
Our D,y.
Nearly te! surnames originally had a I
meaning. iney were weer:veva of
their owners. In 'a word, they were
niel,n-nies, like "Skinny," or "Shorty,"
or "Pod," says the Philadelp.ria
Peel is a surname that shows the
original Peel to have been bUd, Gra -
means fat-from the French "gras.•
Grant, from "grand," means big.
An Oliphant should be a clumsy and
unwieldy person. This surname was
"elephant" originally.
The Parkers were keepers of noble-
men's parks. The Warners were wan
reners or rabbit tenders. The Barker*
prepared bark for tanning. The La.
bouc'heres were butchers.
Bell meant handsome. Cameron
meant crooked-nosed. Curtis reeent
polite. And Forster meant forester;
Napier, a servant In charge of the ta-
ble linen; Palmer, a pilgrim; Waite
wright, a wagon builder; Webstre a



































AN GSTAliF- RM V IANUFACTURING JOMPANY
Incorporated.
, ,s1ANLY Sash and LANT Owning their own Saw and
‘' Door House in PADUCAH, KY. ...Planing Mills and Dry Kiln
Having just add...ci a HARD WOOD FLOORING Department we are NOW MANUFACTURING 0A1C1 and BEECHFlooring,' end matched, bored and kiln dried. We are making especially low prices on house bills.
GET OUR PRICES OND"TVVIN" OAK AND BEECH HARDWOOD FLOORING




Chloride of Lime, Rat
and Roach Paste
Fly Paper, sticky and ;FINE OF 8to
AGAINST HIM
poison, Platt's Chlorides'
is because at this reason they are es-
sential to health.
HEALTH. I
There Was PostponedFeul eke:cis. matter, al:
kinds of vermin which cause sickness
and discomfort can be destroyed by
using these preperations.
Always on hand at








1'OUFi TH AND BROADWAY.
FOR RENT—A desirable resi-
dence corner Ninth and Monroe Sts
All modern conveniences, good
stables. Apply to S. C. Vaughan.
WANTED---A tenant for a busi-
ness house con. Fifteenth and Ten-
nessee streets. Good Grocery stand.
Will give party a lease for a number
of years. and sill build lioas: to. snit,
either one or two story. Apply or
write to Jake Biederman Gro. & B ,
Co., Paducah, Ky.
f- 
WANTED—Lady OT geed :man of
fair education to travel for firm of
:Sie5csoco.00 capital. Salary, $i .072.00
per year and expenses. Salary paid
%sleekly and expenses advanced; refer-
ences required. Address. with stamp
J. A. Alexander, Padkicah, Ky.
POR RENT—Eight-room resi-
dence in West End. Al k modern
conveniences. Apply to L. S. Du-
TiOiS.
FOR SALE—Fixtures of sma!!
barroom, also small cash register.
Cheap. Apply Paducah Distilleries
-company of log South Second street.
WANTED—An experruced hook-
keeper, none other need apply. Jake
Biedlerrnan Grocery & Bak.ng Co.
Bids Wanted.
Sealed bids will be received for
construction of a hr ek chinch in
-Smithland, Ky., until August 1st,
too6. Flans by architect shown on




C. 'IL WILSON, "
Building Committee.
The Ozark Hotel.
At Creid springs, ills.. will make
a rate of $to per *week fur the bal-
ance of the soac in; The L. C. rad-
ioed will give ,reduced rates. The
finest mud baths in the land at The'




The Paducah 'Bottling Co., is the
• cnly company authorized to bottle




A splendid face pow-
der that will not in-
jure the 'most delicate
skin. Only
Five Cents a Box
R.W. W kLICER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.
Zruggists Fifth and rway.
Both Phones 175.
Until Today
the Warrants Charging John
Backer and Alpha Wiley.
• 'c the police curt yesterday morn-
ins Nelson Ellis, colored, was dis-
e),sed of the charge of shooting and
trying to kill Officer Aaron Hurley.
On this warrant being dismissed, one
charging him with a breach of the
peace was then issued, and Ellis
tined $to and cost.
Will Hamilton was up again for
the drunk and disorderly charge, but
Judge Purycar is not yet ready to
render his opinion in the matter.
The warrant charging Al Winfrey
with robbing a farmer of hi watch
while they were in The Kentucky
saloon .at Second and Kentucky
avenue was d)smissed .
John Backer, white, and Alpha
Wiley, colored, were arragned on the
charge of selling liquor without a
license, and the warrants continued
over until today. They sell what
they claim is non-intoxicating drinks,
while theh authorities believe it is
intoxicating.
Jesse Ullman was held to the
grand jury in $30o bond on charge of
shooting at Sherman Mills, the bar-
tender, yesterday morning about 3
o'clock. Mills is charged with a
breach of the peace, and this case
will be decided this morning. Fannie
Wilson, a nortorious female, resides
near the Union depot, and has Mills
as her lover. Mills went to her
house and finding Ullman there.
trouble arose. Mills was cut on the
face and head with a knife that Ull-
man took from him during the fight.
Mills rushed out across the com-
mons with Ullman behind him. Ull-
man fired twice, but claims in stum-
bling and falling his revolver went
off in direction of Mills, while the
latter claims Ullman shot at him.
The Wilson woman was warranted
yesterday for running a disorderly
house, while Thelma Chesterfield, a
character living with her, was at the
scrap, but not warrantted. The Wil-
son woman formerly kept on Court
street, and she and Mills have had
much trouble the past year or two,
he now being under a bond to keep




Dv. Victor Voris will return Satur-
day night from French Lick Springs,
Ind., where he has be-en for two
weeks.
Mn. James W. Gleaves returned
from Mont Eagle, Tenn., where he
has, been sojourning.
MTS. James P. Holt has returned
from visiting in Clarksville, Tenn.,
accompanied by Miss Ettie Rudolph,
who will visit here.
Mr. Philo C. Dix of the county
.i,ork for the state Y. M. C. A., is in
FOR RECRUITS.
Lieutenant Read Comes Back Thii
Morning From Metropolis.
1 ientenant Wont Read o7 the U. c
urn yreormOng office at Evansville
strived here scsterday morning an•.:
vent on to Metropolis, Ill., on bal.
no.2s. Ho %• ill rethrn this mor&vg
and in acWition to swearing in the :--
cruits s.cittoti: here at the branch of-
lice by Sergea.it Blake, will look int')
the case of Clarence Ingram, who
bctit4 held ltt tail here for the ;trivy
fficers on the charge of dieter..i%):
S3oo--zo Per Cent. Investment
Mechanicsburg 3 room nouse an
foot lot. Pays $6o year rent. Near big
mills. Cash.
WEIITTEMORE REAL ESTATE.
ACIENCY, Fraternity Building. Both
'phones kis.
438 South Second St.
VISITORS WERE
INJURED PAIITIE
MRS. L. THOMAS AND DAUGH-
TER IN BUGGY STRUCK
BY ENGINE.
Engine Passed Over Prostrate Form
of Mrs. Thomson, But She
Escaped Wheels.
Mrs. Blanche Thompson of Gains-
ville Texas, and her mother, ISTrs. 1..
Thomas of Mielber, Ky., are con-
fined at the residence of Mr. Robert
Thompson of 2523 West Broadway.
with injuries received early yesterday
morning, when their buggy was struck
by I. C. engine No. 236 at the Ten-
nessee steeet crossing, which is in
the freight yards of the road. Mrs.
Thomas is only badly bruised and
prostrated with nervousness, while
her daughter, Mk-s. Thompson is suf-
fering from a depression of the skull
a cut on :he face, unusually severe
body bruises and possibly internal in-
juries that might prove serious or
fatal.
Mrs. Thomas resides at lklelber and
has been v siting the fermily of Mr.
Robert Thompson of West Broadsvny.
Yesterday morning she, Nile. Thomp-
son and his family wont to the Union
depot to meet Ma-s. Blanche Thomp-
son, who came in at 2 o'clock from
Gainesville, Texas. SI*. is the daugh-
ter of Mrs. Thomas, and daughter-in-
law of Mr. Thompson. They met her
at the depot and started homeward,
Mr. Thompson and family in his sur-
rey and Mrs. Thomas and daughter in
a runabout. Comin.gfrom the depot
down to Tennessee street, the party
went on West Tennessee to pass
through the railroad yards, then cut
through Wlorten's addition to Broad-
way. Mr. Thompson and family had
sassed the tracks when Mrs. Thomas
and daughter came along behind.
After getting over Mr. Thompson no -
timid the oncoming eninge, buts not
soon erotsgh to warn the mother
and daughter, with the result that the
engine crashed into the runabout,
throwing out both occupants, while
the vehicle was splintered and horse
pitched off to one side. Mrs. Thomp-
son fell right between the rails from
whence she could not arise until after
the engine had passed over her. Sh!
'was clear of the wheels and escaped
b(ing ground 'beneath therm
'Engneer Pat Grogan and Firemr.n
Ed Lewie were on the engine sari c
bed 'just brought in from the south
the 1:50 o'clock passenger train, on
whicle Mrs. Thompson arrived. The
train took a fresh 'engine here ami
this one Ives coming through the
yards to rou nil) house. Engineer Gro -
n stopped on bearing' the crash,
and says his whistle was blown and
bell rung for the crossing, while the
runabout occupants say they did) not
hear it and knew of the engine's pres-
ence only when 5truck.
After the accident the injured ladies
were taken to the Thompson resi-
dence where they are now confined.
Jackson Street Investment
Three room house no 5206. Would
rent for $too per year. Pays so per
cent net. $700 cash.
WHITTEMORE REAL ESTATE
AGENCY, Fraternity Building. Both
'phones 835.
Try a Register want ad.
new
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Col. Victor Van de Male returns
ti day from a drumming trip through
Illinois.
THE RIVER
The steamer Kentucky came out of
the Tennessee river last night. She
lays here until five o'clock tomorrow
afternoon before getting out on her
return that way.
At eight o'clock this morning there
leaves here for Cairo the steamer
Dick Fowler, which comes back to-
night.
The Joe Fowler comes
frcm Evansville and gets
morrow en route down
cinnati to Memphis.
The Georgia Lee went
eay, en
cinnati.
The City of Savannah passed out
of the Tennessee river early this
morning bound for St. Louis.
The City of Staltillo passed up early
this morning bound for the Ten-
nessee river from St. Louis.
in today
out im-
mediately on her return that way.
The John S. Hopkins went to
Evansville yesterday and comes back
tomorrow.
The Reuben Dunbar gets to Nash-
ville tomorrow and leaves there Sun-
day on her return this way, reach-
ing this city Sunday.
Thhe Peters Lee gets here to-
from Cin-
up yester-
route from Memphis to Cin-
Ohio Street House.
North West Corner Twelfth-3
room Stable 42 feet lot to alley.
$1 ma Vein cash, balance easy.
WHITTEMORE REAL BSTATE
AGENCY, Fraternity Building. Both
'pbones 835.
, When needing first class table
service at parties or din'ngs, 'phone
2352, Dick Logan.
Trimble Street Lots.
We offer a general bargain in the
way of two 40x150 feet lots to an
alley on the north side between
Ninth and Tenth streets. Both
lets $1,100, part cash. $1050 all cash
This is the best lot bargain offered





I have a nice pony for sale cheap.
Call 922 Trimble. PAT GROGAN.
111111111111alesse esseslisneepms 
Dr. B. T,HaiI
Office with Dr. Rivers SC Rivers, lie
North Fikh. Both Phones 355.




The Register, to cents per week.











. CO U ,
 .4111
...PLUMBINØIII
Steam and Hot Water lleatitio
Phone 133. 529 Broadwo.
morooftmeo".".""~"i• 
N=11•111M•1111.
Abram L. Well die Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.




OFFICE PHONE 414 -• RESIDENCE PHONE pi
We have on hand
For Sale:
3 Horse Power Motor.
t 5 Horse Power Motor.
t sy. Horse Power Motor.
8 Horse Power Motor.








Office, 306011roadway Phones:Office 385-1tesWence 1694
S. P. POOL, L. 0. STEVENSON
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND EMBALMERS
. Both Phones TWO. 110.
BUY
203. 206 S. Tnird
EWATER COAL
IT IS the BEST
evator Telephones 254.
I Kentucky Coal Co. 
,
•
